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Abstract

Can research findings change political leaders’ beliefs and cause policy change? Collaborating
with the National Confederation of Municipalities in Brazil, we work with 2,150 municipalities
and their mayors. We use experiments to measure mayors’ demand for research information
and their response to learning research findings. In one experiment, we find that mayors and
other municipal officials are personally willing to pay to learn the results of impact evaluations,
and update their beliefs when informed of the findings. They value larger-sample studies more,
while not distinguishing on average between studies conducted in rich and poor countries. In a
second experiment, we find that informing mayors about research on a simple and effective pol-
icy (reminder letters for taxpayers) increases the probability that their municipality implements
the policy by 10 percentage points. In sum, we provide direct evidence that policy-makers value
research information, change their beliefs when presented with it, and that this can drive policy
change. Information frictions may thus help explain failures to adopt effective policies.
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1 Introduction

Recent decades have seen an explosion of program evaluation research in economics.1 But how
interested in and open to academic research are political leaders? And, insofar as they “consume”
research, can and do they act on new findings? These are questions of fundamental importance
for the science ecosystem. Despite the money and effort devoted to evaluating policy impact, we
have little understanding of whether the conditions necessary for the public to ultimately benefit
hold: whether political leaders value such research; whether it changes their beliefs about policy
effectiveness; and whether leaders ultimately implement policies that they otherwise would not
have in response to new research findings. In short, is a lack of (access to) research information a
binding constraint on policy choice?

In this paper, we take a first step towards answering these questions by providing evidence
from two experiments. To do so, we leverage an unusual collaboration with the National Confed-
eration of Municipalities (Confederação Nacional de Municípios, or CNM) in Brazil. We first report
results from a beliefs experiment measuring policy-makers’ willingness-to-pay (hereafter WTP)
to learn the findings of rigorous impact evaluation research, as well as how such findings affect
their beliefs. 764 municipal officials (primarily mayors) from 579 municipalities participated in
this first experiment. To estimate the ultimate impact on actual policy adoption, we use a second,
larger-scale policy-adoption field experiment with 1,818 Brazilian mayors. A randomly-selected
treatment group of mayors was invited to attend a research-information session at a large CNM
convention. A presenter informed the audience about the findings of a set of RCTs showing pos-
itive effects of a taxpayer reminder letter policy on tax compliance. We then measured not just
beliefs about policy effectiveness, but the actual use of such reminder letters at the municipality
level 15 to 24 months later. In combination, the beliefs and policy-adoption experiments allow us
to estimate both the extent to which research findings influence policy if directly provided to po-
litical leaders, and the intermediate steps of policy-maker demand and belief change that are one
pathway through which research may impact policy.

Brazil’s municipalities are an excellent setting to investigate how research affects policy practice
for two reasons. First, their political leaders hold a role analogous to that of many countries’ head
of state: Brazilian mayors are directly elected and individually wield considerable de jure power
over policy choices within the areas municipalities control.2 Second, there are 5,570 municipalities
in Brazil, and our collaboration with CNM gives us direct access to their leadership. CNM is a
non-partisan organization whose membership comprises thousands of municipal governments. It
seeks to provide training and technical support to mayors and municipal managers, and advocates
for their interests at the federal level. Working with CNM allowed us to carry out experiments at
the polity level.

1For example, more than 2,500 studies have been registered with the American Economic Association’s registry for
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) since its launch in May 2013.

2In Brazil, municipalities control policy areas such as pre-school and primary education, and preventative health and
sanitation. Over 90 percent of Brazilian municipalities raise tax revenues locally—primarily from property and service
taxes—in addition to the federal and state transfers they receive.
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Beliefs experiment. Our first experiment finds that the political leaders of Brazil’s municipalities
exhibit significant personal demand for research and change their beliefs in response to research
findings. The policy context for the experiment is Early Childhood Development (ECD) programs,
whose impacts on children’s test scores have been estimated in existing research. We make use
of four comparable RCTs conducted in different locations and with different sample sizes.3 Our
experiment begins by eliciting beliefs about the likely impact of an ECD program if implemented
in the participant’s own municipality. We then present the participant with one randomly-selected
study, mentioning two study characteristics (location and sample size). We elicit the participant’s
personal WTP to learn the study’s results using an incentive-compatible procedure, and then ran-
domize whether the individual actually receives the result (conditional on their WTP).4 To deal
with selection into receiving the study findings, a subset of participants receive the findings for
free. If the results of the study are revealed, we elicit the participant’s posterior beliefs about the
likely effect of the policy. We also elicit incentivized beliefs about the likely effect in the contexts
where the policy was actually implemented and evaluated. Finally, we offer the participant the
opportunity to pay for practical advice on how to implement the ECD program. The entire exper-
iment was self-administered privately by the participant using a tablet.

We find that while participants hold widely varying beliefs about the impact of the ECD policy
to begin with, they are willing to pay an arguably fairly high amount (out of their own pockets) to
find out the results of an impact evaluation: about USD 36 on average, 0.4-0.9 percent of a mayor’s
monthly salary (under certain assumptions to benchmark the experimental currency). The aver-
age WTP is higher for studies with a large sample size, and among officials from municipalities
that had already implemented a similar program, but not for studies conducted in a location that
is closer to Brazil’s income level. Learning the results of an RCT causes officials to update their
beliefs about impact: their posterior is a weighted average of their prior and the revealed study’s
findings. Consistent with the demand (WTP) findings, policy-makers update their beliefs more
when they receive large-sample studies, but not when they receive studies conducted in develop-
ing countries rather than the U.S. While we cannot rule out that these different responses to dif-
ferent studies are in part driven by attributes participants expect to correlate with sample size and
study location—the two study characteristics we explicitly state—60 percent of the participants
who report preferring the large-sample studies in a debriefing survey report statistical precision as
a reason.

Our experiment is not designed to test a model of rational learning. Since we do not measure
probabilistic beliefs and only provide participants with point estimates from the studies, we do
not know how much participants should update their beliefs. We do, however, provide suggestive
calculations that policy-maker sensitivity to sample size is lower than a Bayesian model would pre-

3The studies we use are Grantham-McGregor et al. (1991); Walker et al. (2005); Puma et al. (2010); Barnett (2011);
Attanasio et al. (2014). These are all high-quality studies of the impact of ECD in respectively Jamaica (first two studies),
the U.S. as a whole, Michigan, and Colombia, with varying sample sizes.

4WTP is elicited in terms of an experimental currency. Specifically, each participant is endowed with lottery tickets
with a chance to win an expenses-paid trip to the United States. They may instead use some of these lottery tickets to
purchase access to the findings of the research.
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dict. We also document substantial heterogeneity in how much individual policy-makers update
in response to information, including about a quarter who do not update at all. Although limited
in statistical precision, we find little evidence for two types of motivated reasoning. Specifically,
participants on average do not display confirmation bias—they do not interpret information in a
way that tends to reinforce their prior and lead to polarization—nor do they respond asymmetri-
cally to good versus bad news regarding the policy (relative to their prior).

Altogether, the findings of our first experiment suggest that on average political leaders value
research information and place substantial weight on it, at least once such information is made
(easily) accessible. In line with this interpretation, we find that a higher posterior causally increases
the policy-maker’s WTP for practical information on how to implement the policy. However, im-
portant caveats apply. First, the study measures WTP out of the policy-maker’s private budget,
rather than out of a municipal budget. It thus captures what the policy-maker is personally willing
to give up to acquire such information, but not whether they would be willing or able to spend out
of government budgets, which may have other, higher-value uses or binding restrictions. Second,
it only measures very short-run effects on beliefs. Third, the WTP and overall responsiveness to
information may be affected by experimenter demand effects, even though the experiment was
privately self-administered on a tablet. The following experiment partially addresses these weak-
nesses by studying actual policy adoption, a higher-stakes and longer-run outcome.

Policy-Adoption Experiment. In our second experiment, we invited a randomly chosen subset of
the mayors attending CNM’s 2016 Novos Gestores convention in Brasília—the heads of 1,818 munic-
ipal governments—to attend an optional research-information session.5 The policy tool discussed
in the session was reminder letters to taxpayers to induce them to comply with taxes. We chose
this policy both because its impact is well-documented in existing, rigorous research, and because
it is inexpensive and easy to implement. During the 45-minute long information session, an ex-
perienced local presenter introduced the idea of impact evaluation, described taxpayer reminder
letters and their content, and presented research findings from studies on the quantitative impact
of such letters on tax compliance.6 At the end of the session, mayors were provided with a printed
policy brief summarizing the information.

37.9 percent of the randomly-invited mayors in the treatment group chose to attend the in-
formation session. This is arguably a fairly high attendance rate, given that contact information
was out-of-date for some mayors, and considering the meaningful opportunity cost: professional
networking with other politicians, or attending parallel sessions on other topics which did not
emphasize research findings. Younger and college-educated mayors were more likely to attend,
while term-limited mayors were no less likely to attend than mayors in their first term.

Attending the research-information session increased the probability that municipalities had

5The sampling frame consists of Brazilian municipalities with populations between 5,000 and 100,000 inhabitants
for which the mayor was confirmed to attend the Novos Gestores convention. 45 percent of all mayoral administra-
tions in Brazil within the relevant population range went to Brasília and thus were part of our sample. There are 881
municipalities in the treatment group and 937 municipalities in the control group.

6The findings that were presented at the information session were based on the following studies Coleman (1996);
Hasseldine et al. (2007); Del Carpio (2013); Fellner et al. (2013); Castro & Scartascini (2015); Hallsworth et al. (2017).
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implemented taxpayer reminders 15-24 months later by 10 percentage points, or 33 percent rela-
tive to the 32 percent of municipalities in the control group which already implemented the policy.7

There is little evidence of heterogeneity in treatment effects by leader or municipality characteris-
tics; for example, term-limited mayors appear to be equally likely to attend the information session
and to adopt reminder letters as mayors who face re-election incentives.

We interpret the effects on policy adoption as being driven by the provision of research infor-
mation on policy effectiveness. Consistent with this, we find persistent effects on beliefs about the
effectiveness of reminder letters, and evidence that beliefs change not just for the treated mayors,
but also among their tax bureaucrats. However, a number of alternative channels and interpre-
tations are important to acknowledge. First, it could be that adoption occurred simply due to
learning of the existence of tax reminders. While this is possible, recall that tax reminders are not
entirely unknown: a third of the control group already uses them. Second, it could be that the
intervention simply raised the salience of tax compliance as a policy goal, leading to the adoption
of an already-known policy of reminder letters. Here, it is worth noting that we do not find any
effects on the adoption of another commonly-used tax policy, financial incentives for compliance.
Third, it could be that some other effective policy was crowded out by the adoption of the re-
minder letters. We discuss this issue in more detail in Section 4, but note that it does not contradict
the conclusion that providing research information changed policy. Finally, it could be that a di-
rect policy recommendation from the experimenters would have similar effects, even shorn of any
underlying evidence.

The two experiments have similar structures but different strengths. In the policy-adoption
experiment, mayors must pay for the information with their time, belief changes are measured
over 15-24 months, we capture belief spillovers to local bureaucrats, and actual policy adoption is
observed, albeit for a simple and low-cost policy. But this experiment does not shed light on what
type of research information is more or less compelling, nor does it allow us to rigorously study
belief-updating due to an inability to measure prior beliefs. In contrast, the beliefs experiment
studies belief changes over only a matter of minutes. But it allows us to learn that policy-makers
respond to studies differently based on sample size but not location, and to shed light on hetero-
geneity in belief updating as well as explore deviations from Bayesian learning. While the mag-
nitudes of effects are difficult to compare between the two complementary studies, the findings
are qualitatively consistent. Policy-makers are interested in research information; it changes their
beliefs; and these changed beliefs can translate into policy change.

Numerous open questions remain. The two experiments studied different policies, which intro-
duces a gap in our argument. Future efforts might measure policy-maker beliefs and information-
demand across more policy topics, and examine whether information is a binding constraint not
just for the adoption of inexpensive and simple policies such as reminder letters, but also for more

7We surveyed key bureaucrats in treatment and control municipalities with knowledge of the municipality’s tax
policies (typically in the finance department) from February to November 2018—15-24 months after the Novos Gestores
convention—to verify whether taxpayer reminder letters were being implemented in the municipality. In 81 percent of
the municipalities in the sample, at least one public official was surveyed. There was no differential attrition between
treatment and control municipalities.
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challenging and expensive (but effective) policies such as ECD programs. Understanding the cred-
ibility of different information sources is another important question for research. In this project,
a trusted partner organization and researchers from reputed universities (Columbia, Harvard and
PUC-Rio) organized an information session. Other sources through which research information is
encountered, such as local think tanks, academics or media sources, may be received differently.
This paper also does not capture the numerous less-direct channels through which research may
influence policy, such as by gradually changing ways of thinking, influencing donors and other
non-state actors, or informing citizens. Finally, if policy-makers do value research information and
react to it, as we argue, this raises an important question: what prevents them from acquiring such
information already? In the absence of direct outreach from researchers, as in our project, how do
policy-makers discover and parse research findings? We hope that future work will shed light on
these questions.

This paper contributes to and bridges the literatures on state effectiveness on the one hand, and
the role of evidence and experts’ beliefs on the other. The former has focused on selection into the
state enterprise, and variation in politicians’ and public sector workers’ effectiveness under differ-
ent incentive schemes.8 Using a polity-level field experiment somewhat parallel to the manage-
ment interventions in private firms studied in Bloom et al. (2013), we instead show that information
frictions at the top—heads of government’s lack of knowledge of policies’ effectiveness—directly
constrain policy decisions.9 Our findings make clear that it is not the case, for example, that coun-
terfactual policies’ effectiveness is widely known “on the ground”, nor that political leaders are
uninterested in, unconvinced by, or unable to act on new research information. This implies that
policy research can help political leaders improve their constituents’ lives.

By starting to unpack how political leaders’ beliefs are shaped—and their consequences—we
also advance an emerging body of evidence on belief formation and the role of evidence. While
most such research studies beliefs in lay populations to identify systematic biases and heuristics
(see Benjamin (2019) for a review), we add to the smaller body of work studying the beliefs of
experts such as central bankers (Malmendier et al., 2017), academics (DellaVigna & Pope, 2018),
and judges (Chen et al., 2016).10 In this sense, our study is most closely related to Banuri et al.
(2019), Nellis et al. (2019), Rogger & Somani (2019) and Vivalt & Coville (2020), who study how the
beliefs of policy professionals—program officers, aid-agency workers, and bureaucrats—respond

8The literature on state effectiveness often views states as organizations and has focused on front-line public sector
workers (see Finan et al. (2017) for a review), bureaucrats (see e.g. Duflo et al. (2013); Nath (2015); Khan et al. (2016,
2019); Akhtari et al. (2018); Bertrand et al. (2020); Best et al. (2018); Duflo et al. (2018); Rasul & Rogger (2018), among
others), and leaders’ identities (Chattopadhyay & Duflo, 2004; Jones & Olken, 2005; Besley et al., 2011; Beaman et al.,
2012; Martinez-Bravo, 2014; Yao & Zhang, 2015; Easterly & Pennings, 2017; Martinez-Bravo, 2017; Bertrand et al., 2020;
Xu, 2018). For an overview of the literature on politician motives, see Persson & Tabellini (2002).

9In this sense the existing study closest to ours is Hoffmann et al. (2017). They carry out an innovative lab-in-the-field
incentive-compatible choice experiment in which elected county councilors in Kenya chose among alternative water
infrastructure projects. Other influential polity-level natural and field experiments such as Fujiwara & Wantchekon
(2013) and Bidwell et al. (2019)—and related studies in political science—have randomized how electoral campaigns
take place across electoral districts or villages and studied the impact on electoral outcomes.

10Our policy-adoption experiment builds on the influential information-provision approach pioneered by Jensen
(2010) and many related studies (see, among others, Kling et al. (2012); Chetty & Saez (2013); Dizon-Ross (2019)).
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to research findings and new data. Like these papers, we document substantial belief updating
among policymakers in response to providing objective evidence. Our main contributions relative
to those papers are to study heads of government, to shed light on the kinds of studies such poli-
cymakers value and place more weight on, to measure demand for such information, and—most
importantly—to provide evidence that research evidence actually translates into changes in poli-
cies adopted.11 It also complements recent research showing that citizens do change their policy
preferences in response to evidence, even on controversial topics such as immigration (Grigorieff
et al., 2016; Haaland & Roth, 2019).

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides institutional information about
Brazilian local governments and our partner organization. Section 3 presents the design and re-
sults from the beliefs experiment. Section 4 discusses our second intervention, the policy-adoption
experiment, and finally we conclude in Section 5.

2 Institutional Background and Context

This section provides relevant background information on municipal governments in Brazil, our
partner organization, and the conferences where our experiments were conducted.

2.1 Brazilian municipalities

Municipalities are the lowest level of government in Brazil. In total, there are 5,570 municipalities
distributed across 26 states. Municipal governments are headed by elected mayors, who appoint
secretaries to lead the municipal bureaucracy. Once elected, mayors serve a four-year term and
can hold office up to two consecutive terms. Elections are generally considered fair, such that
politicians face some electoral accountability.

In Brazil, as in many Latin American countries, provision of services is generally devolved to
municipalities, while revenue generation and collection is partially devolved. Municipal govern-
ments are responsible for key public services such as education, health, sanitation, and transporta-
tion. To cover the costs, municipalities rely in part on intergovernmental transfers. On average, 60
percent of municipalities’ total revenues are transfers from state governments and the federal gov-
ernment. Part of the remainder is locally raised by municipalities themselves. Municipal govern-
ments are responsible for collecting local taxes, which represent on average 15 percent of municipal
revenues.

In general, municipal governments are highly autonomous. The mayor negotiates the budget
allocation with the city councilors and has full autonomy over its execution. The mayor’s office

11Banuri et al. (2019), Nellis et al. (2019), and Vivalt & Coville (2020) study the belief-formation of (mostly U.K. and
U.S.-based) policy professionals, while Rogger & Somani (2019) study the beliefs of bureaucrats in Ethiopia. Like Vivalt
& Coville (2020), we find some evidence of precision-neglect, but unlike them, we do not find evidence of asymmetric
responses to positive and negative news. Like Rogger & Somani (2019), we find little heterogeneity in belief-updating by
policy-maker or municipality characteristics. They emphasize heterogeneity by organizational management practices,
which we are unable to observe. Another related paper is Beynon et al. (2012), who use an online experiment to study
the optimal design of policy briefs.
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thus holds policy-making authority over a wide range of areas. Our research information experi-
ments will involve two such areas: early-childhood education and locally raised taxes. We describe
these two areas in more detail in sections 3 and 4.

2.2 Our partner organization

This study leveraged a unique opportunity to conduct a series of large-scale experiments with
thousands of local political leaders through a partnership with Brazil’s National Confederation
of Municipalities (CNM). CNM is a non-partisan organization that serves as a coordinating body
and advocate of Brazilian municipalities’ interests at the state and federal level. Over 80 percent of
all Brazilian municipalities are members of CNM. Importantly for our purposes, CNM organizes
a variety of conferences and conventions throughout the year, in which thousands of municipal
officials from all over the country participate.

These meetings provide an unusual opportunity to reach a large population of political leaders
in one place. Meeting attendees comprise mayors, vice-mayors, local legislators, and municipal
secretaries. Our beliefs experiment was conducted at two of CNM’s annual national conventions
(May 2017 and May 2018) and at 12 regional conferences held in different states (August-December
2017).12 Our policy-adoption experiment was conducted at CNM’s biggest national conference—
called Novos Gestores—which is held every four years in Brasília (October-November 2016). All
mayors who were (re-)elected in the last municipal election are invited to attend Novos Gestores.

Our research-information interventions were one of the many activities that took place at these
meetings. The meetings are each two or three days long, and are structured around different
training sessions conducted by CNM staff and other experts, and presentations by various political
actors, including regional actors such as the regional associations of municipalities, and public
and private municipal suppliers, as well as national ones such as CNM itself, federal government
officials, congress representatives, and sometimes the President of Brazil. In addition to attending
the presentations, local policy-makers use the meetings to network with each other and with state
and federal officials. Each national conference brings around 4,000 municipal representatives and
2,000 mayors, while the regional conferences attract around 200 local political leaders, of which
approximately 50 are mayors. Thus, our experiments take place in a quite natural setting, where
policy-makers are used to receiving useful information.

2.3 Identifying target policies

All information we provided to policy-makers in the experiments satisfied two main conditions.
First, the policies we focused on were directly within the control, familiarity, and broadly stated in-
terest of municipal officials. Second, the information we provided was based on rigorous research,
with emphasis on studies that evaluated interventions in Latin American countries.

12The 12 regional conferences were held in the following states: Alagoas, Bahia, Ceará, Espírito Santo, Maranhão,
Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, Paraná, Piauí, Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and São Paulo.
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To identify policy areas of interest to local policy-makers, we conducted comprehensive sur-
veys and focus groups with 60 mayors in May 2016. Substantial interest in acquiring research
information was reported by mayors, especially on pre-school education, preventive health care,
and management practices. Mayors were also concerned with budgetary issues, especially consid-
ering the fiscal crisis affecting state and local governments in Brazil at the time (Mulas-Granados,
2017). Based on mayors’ priorities, we searched for, and systematically reviewed, research studies
on Google Scholar, and the websites of J-PAL, IPA, 3ie, World Bank, IADB, and leading policy and
research institutions in Brazil such as the repository of papers on IPEA, C-Micro-FGV, and on the
websites of leading Brazilian scholars. We identified a number of promising options, and after
consulting with CNM, we decided to build the experimental interventions based on research in-
formation on early childhood development programs and on tax reminder letters. These policies
were appealing for our purposes because they were evaluated in existing, rigorous research, and
the taxpayer reminder letter policy we focus on in the policy-adoption experiment is inexpensive
and relatively easy to implement. In addition, the set of studies evaluating the impact of each of
the two policies varied in their attributes, allowing us to investigate how study features such as
sample size and location affect policy-makers’ responses. We chose two distinct policies for the two
experiments, since the beliefs experiment was largely conducted in between the intervention and
the endline survey of the policy-adoption experiment. Since we did not want to contaminate the
policy-adoption experiment, we were forced to choose a new policy topic when the opportunity
to conduct the beliefs experiment arose.

How might the policies and research information we provide relate to mayors’ objectives and
constraints? The policy tool whose surprising effectiveness we describe in the policy-adoption ex-
periment, tax reminder letters, has the potential to increase municipal revenues, easing the budget
constraint the mayor faces. Reminder letters are themselves a quite inexpensive tool, with a rela-
tively low opportunity cost in terms of municipal resources. There are also good reasons to think
that mayors would care about the effectiveness of ECD programs. In addition to any prosocial
motivations, there is evidence from Brazil that voters reward or punish mayors based on their per-
formance. For example, voters are less likely to re-elect mayors who failed to improve test scores
in municipal schools (Firpo et al., 2017), or those who were exposed as being corrupt (Ferraz &
Finan, 2008). Mayors also appear to engage in competition with their neighboring municipalities
on school performance (Terra & Mattos, 2017). Given that mayors have a limited budget, it seems
reasonable that information on effectiveness (and therefore cost-effectiveness) could be valuable to
mayors.

3 Beliefs Experiment

In this section, we describe an experiment to measure (a) whether Brazilian policy-makers demand
research information, and (b) how receiving such information affects their beliefs. The policy area
this experiment focused on was Early Childhood Development (ECD) programs, a well-studied
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topic in social science. We find that policy-makers value research on the effect of ECD programs,
and update their beliefs substantially in response.

3.1 Experimental setting and sample

We implemented the beliefs experiment with 764 officials from 579 municipalities at 14 CNM meet-
ings across Brazil in 2017 and 2018.13 The conferences were attended by mayors, vice-mayors,
municipal secretaries, and local legislators. We designed a half-hour long experiment that was pri-
vately self-administered by participants using tablets. The experiment was not announced in ad-
vance to participants. Instead, research assistants recruited conference participants during breaks
in between sessions, as described in the next section. One of the researchers and one research
assistant were present throughout to monitor and answer questions.

Almost 50 percent of participants in the experiment were mayors; 26 percent were local legis-
lators; 18 percent were municipal secretaries; and 6 percent were vice-mayors. The geographical
distribution of the municipalities represented is shown in Figure 1, and Table 1 displays summary
characteristics. About 37 percent of represented municipalities have mayors affiliated to a leftist
political party, and approximately 20 (78) percent of children aged 0 to 3 (4 to 5) years old in these
municipalities attend a pre-school educational establishment. 42 percent of participants report that
their municipalities have implemented ECD programs.

We recruited 39 percent of attending mayors, 49 percent of vice-mayors, 35 percent of municipal
secretaries, and 41 percent of local legislators. Participation was limited by the number of tablets
available and the limited breaks in the conference schedule, but participants may also have selected
into the study based on their interest in the participation incentive (lottery tickets), or their interest
in education policy. The latter would potentially bias our estimates of demand upwards. Appendix
Table A.1 shows that participating mayors were 8 percentage points more likely to be from leftist
parties than non-participants, but were otherwise similar on a range of other characteristics.

3.2 Experimental design

The structure of the experiment, depicted graphically in Figure 2, was as follows. We began by
introducing the ECD policy. Then we elicited participants’ prior beliefs about the effectiveness of
the policy, and their willingness-to-pay (hereafter WTP) to learn the findings from related impact
evaluation research. Next, we revealed the findings, and finally, we elicited participants’ posteriors
to assess the extent to which the research findings affected their beliefs. The Appendix B provides
the key parts of the experimental script. Below, we describe the experiment in greater detail.

Introductory Stage. We began with a short survey eliciting demographic and professional infor-
mation. Next, we described ECD programs, highlighting the key outcomes on which such pro-

13The meetings comprised two national conferences held in Brasília (May 2017 and 2018), and twelve regional Diálogo
Municipalista conferences organized from August to December 2017 in the states of Alagoas, Bahia, Ceará, Espírito
Santo, Maranhão, Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, Paraná, Piauí, Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and São Paulo.
In addition, another group of 134 municipal officials from 117 municipalities also completed a survey on the advantages
and disadvantages of the different studies used in this experiment.
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FIGURE 1: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
SAMPLE MUNICIPALITIES

grams are evaluated (test scores, cognitive skills) and how those outcomes are reported (standard-
ized effect sizes). To ease understanding of the policy and its objectives, we provided illustrative
examples of current similar programs in Brazil and presented participants with a few benchmarks
for effect sizes, such as the gains in standardized test scores associated with an additional year of
high school in Brazil (0.2 sd).

Eliciting priors. We began the main part of the experiment by eliciting the participant’s prior
beliefs. Specifically, we asked what they believed the impact of the policy on cognitive skills was
likely to be if it were to be implemented in his/her own municipality.14 Immediately after, we
asked a similar question about the expected impact in two other locations. These two other loca-
tions were randomly chosen out of four locations where academics have estimated the impact of
ECD programs using RCTs. These studies vary in location and sample size. They evaluate com-
parable ECD programs in Colombia (n=1420) (Attanasio et al., 2014), Jamaica (n=130) (Grantham-
McGregor et al., 1991; Walker et al., 2005), Michigan (n=123) (Barnett, 2011), and across multiple
states in the U.S. (n=4667) (Puma et al., 2010). When the relevant studies were presented to the

14For simplicity and due to limited time with each participant, we elicited only point predictions (about effects on
cognitive skills), rather than full probabilistic beliefs. This is an important limitation of the study, which we return to
later.
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FIGURE 2: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
STRUCTURE

participant, we highlighted both the study location and sample size.15

Attributes Small Sample Large Sample

Developing Country Jamaica, n = 130 Colombia, n = 1420
Rich Country Michigan, n = 123 USA, n = 4667

While we cannot incentivize accurate beliefs about the impact in the participant’s own mu-
nicipality (since we do not observe the true effect), we randomize incentives to accurately predict
the effect in the other two locations (where we can compare the participant’s prediction to the es-
timates from the research). In practice, we found that the size of the incentives has no effect on
priors, WTP, or posteriors, suggesting that participants took the questions seriously even in the

15We did not use the labels “Developing Country” or “Rich Country”, nor “Small Sample” or “Large Sample”. We
simply presented the location and the sample size.
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absence of incentives, and that making better predictions for the sake of higher payoff within the
experiment is not an important driver of this paper’s results.

WTP and Belief Updating: Round 1. After the participants reported their priors, we offered them
the chance to purchase the findings (i.e. learn the estimated effect size) from one randomly-chosen
study. The experimental currency in which we elicited WTP consisted of lottery tickets, which
also incentivized participation. We initially endowed each participant with 100 such lottery tick-
ets, each with a chance of winning a free trip to visit the United States (typically a visit to Boston,
including a tour of the Harvard University campus). Participants could save their lottery tickets
for the lucky draw or use some, or all of them, to learn the estimated effect size of the study. Fol-
lowing a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak elicitation procedure (BDM), we measured the participant’s
maximum WTP [0 to 100] to find out the results of the relevant study. We then drew a randomized
price for the study. If the price was below the participant’s WTP, we revealed the findings and
deducted the price from the participant’s stock of lottery tickets.

To deal with the issue of selection into seeing a study result based on one’s WTP, while main-
taining incentive-compatibility in the BDM procedure, the price was drawn from a distribution
with high mass at zero. Consequently, 80-90 percent (depending on the conference) of participants
received the information regardless of their WTP. Whenever presenting results on belief updating,
we also present results for this sub-sample, which receives the information without selection. This
approach also has the advantage that we get to observe belief-updating for most participants.

For those who received the information, we subsequently elicited posterior beliefs about the
expected impact of the policy in their own municipality, and in a study location that was not offered
for purchase in this round. We do not ask for an updated posterior from participants who do not
receive a study’s results. As is standard in lab experiments on belief updating, we assume that
beliefs do not change over the matter of minutes in the absence of new information (e.g. see the
papers reviewed in Benjamin (2019) or Vivalt & Coville (2020); Mobius et al. (2011); Eil & Rao
(2011)).16

WTP and Belief Updating: Round 2. In the next stage, we presented the participant with a menu
of the three studies that were not offered for purchase in Round 1, again highlighting each study’s
location and sample size. The participant received a fresh budget of 100 lottery tickets and was
told that one of the three studies would be randomly offered for purchase. They were asked to
report their WTP for each study, to be implemented if that study was randomly chosen for sale. We
thus obtained incentive-compatible WTPs for each of the three studies. We revealed the findings of
one study following the same procedure as before, and again elicited an updated posterior belief.
Having this second round allows us to observe a second instance of belief-updating per partic-
ipant, increasing statistical power. It also allows us to learn how the weight placed on research
information diminishes from the first to the second study on the topic.

16This assumes away the possibility that simply being asked a second time would cause a systematic shift in beliefs,
for instance due to thinking harder. Under our assumption, the change in belief from prior to posterior is the treatment
effect of learning the information.
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3.3 Results

We interpret the results through the lens of a simplified Bayesian-learning framework. Suppose
that policy-maker i has a prior belief Spri ∼ N (µpri , Σpri ), where µpri is the mean of i’s prior and Σpri
is the perceived variance or uncertainty of their prior about the likely effect of the ECD policy if
implemented in their municipality. The effect size from the research study can be thought of as a
noisy signal SIi,c ∼ N (µI , ΣIi,c), drawn from a distribution centered around the true value µI , but
with variance ΣIi,c, where c indexes characteristics of the study, such as its sample size or location.
Then, a Bayesian policy-maker who wants to have accurate beliefs (to minimize mean squared
error) will form a posterior Spoi :

Spoi = (1− π)Spri + πSIi,c

with the weights π =
Σpr
i

Σpr
i +ΣI

i,c
. That is, a Bayesian learner’s posterior will be a convex combination

of their prior and the “signal” (i.e. the effect-size from the study), with weights proportional to
the perceived relative precision of each component. While we cannot test the assumptions of this
model—particularly the normally distributed probabilistic beliefs—since we only measure point
beliefs, this framework provides a useful benchmark for the belief-updating we study.

We can think of the key attributes of the study—location and sample size—as affecting the
perceived precision or informativeness of the noisy signal. If participants think that larger-sample
studies are more informative (ΣIi,large < ΣIi,small), they will place greater weight on the effect size
of larger-sample studies while forming their posterior beliefs. Importantly, if policy-makers value
having accurate beliefs about the effectiveness of ECD policies, their WTP for signals will be higher
for the signals which they will ex-post weight more strongly in their belief updating.

Priors about effect size. We start by analyzing policy-makers’ priors about the effectiveness of
ECD policies. The average policy-maker prior appears sensible, if a bit optimistic. Appendix
Table A.2 shows that the average policy-maker believes that ECD policies are more effective in
rich countries (effect size of 0.45-0.50 sd) than in developing countries (effect size of 0.37-0.42 sd).
On average, municipal officials believe the effect size in their own municipality (0.42 standard
deviations) is very close to the average prior for the developing countries. However, this masks
substantial heterogeneity in priors: the standard deviation of priors is 0.22, implying substantial
disagreement across policy-makers.17 Since we only elicit point beliefs rather than probabilistic
beliefs, we do not have a measure of the uncertainty in each policy-maker’s beliefs.

Willingness-to-pay for estimated effect size. After policy-makers reported their priors, we elicited
their WTP to learn the research finding of one of the four (randomly assigned) studies. If policy-
makers value accurate beliefs, WTP should be larger the more informative the signal is perceived
to be. We estimate the following equation:

WTPijs = β0 + β1Developingijs + β2Largeijs + εijs (1)

where WTPijs is the WTP (in terms of lottery tickets) for the research finding of policy-maker

17Of course, some of this variance in priors may reflect noise in the belief-elicitation process.
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i in round j ∈ 1, 2 for study s ∈ Michigan, USA, Jamaica, Colombia. Developings equals one
for studies in Jamaica or Colombia and 0 otherwise. Larges equals one for the two large-sample
studies (Colombia with n=1420 and USA with n=4667) and 0 otherwise (Jamaica with n=130 and
Michigan with n=123). Standard errors are clustered at the individual level.

Table 2 presents the OLS results from specification (1). Column 1 pools the two rounds, while
columns 2 and 3 present estimates separately for round 1 and round 2 respectively. We find that
policy-makers allocate on average 45 lottery tickets (out of the 100 tickets they are endowed with
each round) to learn about the effect size of a particular study. While this is a large share of their
experimental endowment, it is difficult to interpret the level directly since the currency is lottery
tickets, whose subjective value is unobserved. To benchmark the WTP, we calculated a money
metric for the experimental currency by offering gift cards from a major retail and online chain
(Lojas Americanas, similar to Walmart) for purchase using a similar BDM procedure to a sub-sample
of participants. We found that an additional lottery ticket was exchanged for approximately 0.80
USD worth of gift cards. This benchmarking must be interpreted with caution, but suggests that
the baseline WTP for the research finding of 45 lottery tickets was equivalent to 36 USD, between
0.4 percent and 0.9 percent of a mayor’s monthly wage. There is substantial heterogeneity in
demand: the standard deviation of WTP is 32 lottery tickets. Yet, 98 percent of participants have
strictly positive WTP.18 WTP declines from round 1 to round 2: the second study a policy-maker is
offered is valued 11 percent less than the first.

We next analyze whether demand for research findings varies with the attributes of the re-
search. We find that political leaders are willing to pay about 9 percent more for large-sample size
studies than for smaller-sample studies. Thus, policy-makers appear to ex-ante value the statistical
precision of a study. This relationship is stronger in the second round, when studies are offered
side-by-side, but the second-round estimate is not statistically different from the first-round esti-
mate (p-value 0.484). In contrast, and contrary to our priors, we do not find significant differences
between the WTP for research findings from Colombia and Jamaica versus Michigan or across the
US. This suggests that, on average, Brazilian policy-makers do not consider studies from other
developing countries to be more informative—more externally valid for them—than rich-country
studies.

We report participant and municipality-level correlates of WTP in Appendix Table A.3. Only
three characteristics out of twenty are significantly associated with WTP in this exploratory anal-
ysis: whether the participant is male, whether their municipality has previously implemented an
ECD policy, and whether they reported having previously heard about such policies despite not
having implemented them. Through the lens of the framework, the latter correlations are not in-
evitable: policy-makers with more past experience with a policy might have a more precise prior,
and therefore not value additional information. Instead, we find that it is precisely the policy-

18Readers might wonder why participants would not simply look up the research themselves. While this may hap-
pen to some extent, we believe that unfamiliarity with research-information sources, language barriers, and difficulty
interpreting academic writing are all factors that make this strategy difficult for our study participants. Our estimates
may be thought of as capturing their WTP for simplified, conveniently-presented, bottom-line information.
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makers who implement and spend municipal resources on ECD programs who have the highest
WTP for related research information. Presumably, this is because having accurate beliefs about
such programs is more valuable to them. Term-limited mayors and those with a higher margin of
electoral victory (who presumably face less electoral competition), in contrast, do not have higher
WTP for research information.

Belief Updating. Having established that political leaders value research findings, and pay more
for larger-sample studies, we turn to whether and how they actually update their beliefs upon
learning research findings. Note that if policy-makers purchase information purely to use it to per-
suade others, for instance, they might not update their own beliefs upon receiving the information.

Following the Bayesian framework, we estimate the following equation:

Posteriorijs = β1Priorij + β2Signalijs + εij (2)

where Posteriorijs is policy-maker i’s updated belief about the likely effect in their own munic-
ipality after learning the effect size from study Signalijs of study s in round j. Posteriors after
round 1 serve as priors for round 2, and standard errors are clustered at the individual level.

Table 3 presents the OLS estimates of specification (2). Column 1 pools the two rounds, while
columns 2 and 3 present estimates separately for round 1 and round 2 respectively. Consistent
with the framework on average, β̂1 and β̂2 are both positive and statistically significant, and sum
up to approximately 1. Participants place about two-thirds weight on their prior and one-third
on the study finding on average, and do not simply accept or repeat back the research finding.
This finding perhaps reduces concerns about experimenter demand effects. They place similar
weight on the study finding when forming beliefs about their own municipality, compared to
beliefs about an alternative location (Column 4 vs. Column 2). They place more weight on their
prior in the second round, when it already incorporates the finding of the first study they received.
Put differently, the weight placed on a study’s findings falls by 33 percent from the first to the
second study a policy-maker learns about. As described previously, by design, 80-90 percent of
participants are assigned a zero price and receive the research information regardless of their WTP.
Column 5 restricts attention to these observations, and finds very similar results as in the full
sample.19

Under the assumption that beliefs do not change absent any new information, we can also
report the effect of receiving each study. In round 1, the average posteriors after receiving each
study are 0.49 (Michigan), 0.51 (Jamaica), 0.37 (Colombia) and 0.35 (US). Compared to the average
prior in each case, this implies treatment effects of +0.072 for Michigan, +0.098 for Jamaica, -0.034
for Colombia, and -0.073 for the large-sample US study respectively.

Appendix Tables A.5 and A.6 report an exploratory analysis of heterogeneity in belief updat-
ing by mayors’ and municipalities’ characteristics. College-educated and leftist mayors place less

19One concern is that the prior may be measured with noise, and that such measurement error will attenuate the
coefficient on Prior. We can address this issue by instrumenting for the prior in Round 2 using the revealed study in
Round 1. Appendix Table A.4 contrasts the weights on the priors in updating using the OLS specification (Col 4) and
a 2SLS specification where the prior is instrumented (Col 5). The coefficients on Prior are very similar, suggesting that
the attenuation bias problem is not severe in practice.
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weight on their priors and more weight on the study finding. Older mayors do the reverse: they
update their beliefs less when faced with research information. While mayors who have imple-
mented ECD programs had higher WTP for studies, as described above, they do not update more
based on them. Finally, re-election incentives and political competition do not have a systematic
relationship with updating. Just as term-limited mayors and those with larger electoral margins of
victory did not have lower WTP, they also do not place lower weight on the research findings. Of
course, these findings cannot be interpreted causally, and they should be treated as suggestive at
best.

In order to test whether participants update more based on large-sample or developing-country
studies, we estimate:

Posteriorijs = β1Priorij + β2Signalij

+ β3Developingijs × Priorij + β4Developingijs × Signalij
+ β5Largeijs × Priorij + β6Largeijs × Signalij + εij (3)

where Largeijs and Developingijs are defined as in equation (1). Under the framework, if an
individual perceives a study to be more informative, they will place more weight on the signal from
that study and correspondingly less weight on their prior. Therefore, to test whether participants
perceive (say) large-sample studies to be more informative, we can test whether β5 < 0 and β6 > 0,
or instead (a weaker test) whether β6 − β5 > 0.

Table 4 presents the OLS results of specification (3). Again, Column 1 pools the two rounds,
while columns 2 and 3 present estimates separately for each round. We find consistent evidence
that participants place greater weight on signals from large-sample studies, but not on signals
from developing-country studies. This lines up with the findings on WTP, and confirms that these
policy-makers find larger-sample studies to be more informative, but do not consider studies from
developing and rich countries to be differentially informative. The greater weight placed on large-
sample studies is evident also in round 1, when one study is presented in isolation. The pattern
of results holds up, and indeed is slightly strengthened, when we restrict attention to cases where
the price drawn was zero in Column 5.

Figure 3 depicts the observed belief updating using binned scatter plots.20 The y-axis plots
the size and direction of updating (Posterior − Prior) for a given news shock due to the signal
(Signal−Prior) on the x-axis. Panel (a) includes all instances of updating, pooling across studies
and rounds, and adds a linear OLS fit. A few points are noteworthy. First, the relationship does
appear to be linear, in line with the Bayesian model and our empirical specification in (2). Second,
there is no evidence of asymmetric (optimistic) updating, which would show up as a kink at the
origin with a steeper slope to the right of zero. The other panels in turn depict updating separately
for large and small-sample studies (Panel (b)) and for rich and developing-country studies (Panel
(c)). The stronger updating response to large-sample studies is evident, as is the similar average
response to rich and developing-country studies.

20Appendix Figure A.1 presents the corresponding figures separately by study.
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FIGURE 3: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING

(a) Full sample

(b) Large vs small-sample studies (c) Developing vs rich-country studies

Notes: Comparison between the difference in respondent’s perceptions after buying a study (i.e. posterior beliefs minus prior beliefs) and the difference in respondent’s perceptions
before buying a study (i.e. signal minus prior beliefs), averaged over 20 bins of rounds 1 and 2. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right before buying a study. Signal
is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Panel (a) shows statistics for full sample. Panels (b) and (c)
compare statistics between large- versus small-sample studies (controlling for the location attribute of the study) and between developing- versus rich-country studies (controlling
for the sample size attribute of the study), respectively. Large- (small-) sample studies include Colombia and US (Jamaica and Michigan); while developing- (rich-) country studies
include Colombia and Jamaica (Michigan and US). The slope and robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are based on a linear regression with a constant term.
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Figure 4 plots the histogram of the belief-updating responses. Specifically, for each instance
of updating, we calculate π = (Posterior − Prior)/(Signal− Prior) and then average these re-
sponses within each individual. The figure reveals substantial heterogeneity in the weight placed
on the research findings. 28 percent of policy-makers appear to ignore the study result and do not
update their beliefs at all (π = 0). 43 percent of policy-makers have updating weights strictly be-
tween 0 and 1. 15 percent update in the wrong direction (π < 0) while 13 percent overreact (π > 1).
This distribution appears quite similar to that found in Vivalt & Coville (2020), who present partic-
ipants at a World Bank impact evaluation workshop with a hypothetical study in a belief-updating
exercise. They also find a substantial share of participants who do not update (π = 0), and about
55 percent of participants displaying (0 ≤ π ≤ 1). The average updating weight in our sample,
about 0.37 in the first round, is also comparable to the median weight of 0.5 found by Vivalt &
Coville (2020).

What explains the approximately one quarter of participants who do not respond to the infor-
mation? One possibility is simply inattention or effort-minimization by participants. However,
attention checks ensured that participants at least briefly registered the study findings, and partic-
ipants were required to actively report a posterior during each belief elicitation. The interpretation
through the lens of the model would instead be that these policy-makers have very confident pri-
ors, and therefore think that research is uninformative. This is possible, but is at least somewhat
inconsistent with 98 percent of participants having a positive WTP for study results. Another
possible factor is rounding issues in belief measurement in our experiment. Beliefs could only be
reported at intervals of 0.1 sd. Thus, underlying belief updates from, for example, 0.46 to 0.54
will appear to involve no update at all, if both are rounded to 0.5. These rounding issues can also
inflate the share who appear to overreact, since updating from 0.44 to 0.46 may be measured as
an update of 0.1. This is a major caveat to the interpretation of the individual-level updating dis-
tribution.21 This concern is likely to matter less when measuring average responses across many
participants, which most of our analysis focuses on. Nonetheless, Appendix Table A.4 provides the
belief-updating regressions while consecutively dropping participants who never update (π = 0),
or excluding those with π ≤ 0 or π ≥ 1.

One natural question is whether the patterns of belief updating we observe are quantitatively
sensible and in line with rational Bayesian updating on average. Since we do not measure the
precision of beliefs or provide participants with the precision of the signal, we cannot calculate how
much a Bayesian should update. Therefore, we cannot say with confidence whether the extent of
updating is about right, or instead too much or too little on average. Nor do we judge whether it is
appropriate for policy-makers to place equal weight on results from rich and developing countries.
Our results along these lines are purely descriptions of how policy-makers do update.

21There is at least one other factor that may explain updating in the wrong direction or overreaction. Participants
may consider different studies to not just be more or less noisy signals, but also to have some known bias, e.g. thinking
that programs in the US are better implemented, such that one should subtract some fixed number from the effect size,
or conversely thinking that effects in developing countries will be larger since they are further away from the efficient
frontier. Then, seeing a US result slightly greater than one’s prior regarding one’s own municipality could actually cause
one to update in the opposite direction.
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FIGURE 4: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING DISTRIBUTION

Notes: Distribution of the share of the difference in respondent’s perceptions after buying a study (i.e. posterior
beliefs minus prior beliefs) and the difference in respondent’s perceptions before buying a study (i.e. signal
minus prior beliefs), averaged within respondents’ rounds 1 and 2.

However, with additional assumptions, it is possible to shed some light on a related question:
is the response to sample size in line with a Bayesian model? Let us first consider the updating
weights placed on the different kinds of studies. Suppose that priors, signals and posteriors are
all normal, and that the precision of signals depends only on sample size. Then one can show
that, for a Bayesian, the ratio of the updating weights placed on two studies j and k should be
closely related to their sample sizes: Πj/Πk = nj/nk, where Πi ≡ πi

1−πi is the ratio of the optimal
weights placed on the signal and the prior and ni denotes the sample size of study i.22 To compare
this to the actual empirical weights, we can calculate the average weight placed on the signal
for each study by estimating (2) separately by study (in Round 1, and normalizing the weights
on the prior and signal to sum to one). Comparing the two developing-country studies, we find
that ΠColombia/ΠJamaica = 1.8 < 10.9 = nColombia/nJamaica. This implies that the weight placed
on the larger-sample Colombia study relative to the smaller-sample Jamaica study is less than

22The steps in the argument are as follows. The ratio of the variance of the signals coming from two studies j and k
is ΣI

j/ΣI
k = nk/nj , where n denotes sample size. Recall that the optimal weight placed by a Bayesian on a signal from

study j is πj = Σpr

Σpr+ΣI
j

. Rearranging, we get that Σpr = Πj · ΣI
j , where we have defined Πi ≡ πi/(1 − πi). Since the

priors are the same across studies due to randomization, it must be that Πj/Πk = ΣI
k/ΣI

j . Since ΣI
k/ΣI

j = nj/nk, it
follows that Πj/Πk = nj/nk. The empirical analogues for this expression are restricted to updating in Round 1, when
randomization ensures that priors are the same on average.
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what Bayesian learning would justify. We find a similar qualitative pattern in the case of the two
rich-country studies: ΠUS/ΠMichigan = 5.4 < 37.9 = nUS/nMichigan. In both cases, policy-makers
under-react to variation in sample sizes relative to a Bayesian. It is important to emphasize that
we cannot say whether this is because too little weight is placed on the large-sample study, or too
much on the small-sample study, or both.23 Our finding is consistent with Vivalt & Coville (2020),
who show that policy-makers under-react to the size of confidence intervals.

Next, consider the difference in WTP between the large and small-sample studies. Is this quan-
titatively justified by the subsequent differences in updating weights? Suppose WTP is propor-
tional to the expected reduction in the policy-maker’s mean-squared prediction error. Then, one
can show that WTPs ∝ πsΣpr. For a Bayesian, we should therefore have WTPi/WTPj = πi/πj .
Empirically, comparing the large-sample and small-sample studies (again normalizing the weights
on prior and signal), we have WTPlarge/WTPsmall = 1.09 < 1.56 = πlarge/πsmall. Thus, while
policy-makers’ WTP does respond to sample size, the sensitivity of WTP to sample size is lower
than that justified by the sensitivity of belief updating (which itself may be too low, as described
above). Again, we cannot say whether this is because the WTP for the large-sample studies is too
small, or instead because the WTP for small-sample studies is too high. For instance, it could be
that the baseline WTP is inflated because it captures not just concern for the informativeness of the
study, but also some experimenter demand effects or just confusion.

Caveats, Confounds and Qualifications. While we interpret the differences in WTP and belief-
updating across sample size and study location as the direct effect of these two characteristics,
both could be correlated in policy-makers’ minds with omitted variables such as the quality of the
research, the scale of implementation of the program, etc. To shed light on this, we conducted a
debriefing survey with a subset of the sample (n=294). We find that 60 percent of policy-makers
who preferred large-sample studies chose statistical precision as the reason. Intriguingly, a smaller
share also reported preferring larger-sample studies because they are more likely to have evaluated
programs implemented at scale (23 percent) and by the government (15 percent). In the case of
study location, the survey results are more mixed: while individuals who preferred studies from
Colombia or Jamaica reported their lower standard of living and similar state capacity as reasons, a
substantial share also reported preferring the US studies, and listed a higher standard of living and
similar state capacity as reasons. One interpretation is that some policy-makers in Brazil may see
their municipalities as closer to developing countries, while others may see themselves as closer to
rich countries.

One glaring weakness is that we only consider studies from three countries. What we interpret
as a “rich-country effect” could instead be a “USA effect”: Brazilian policy-makers might not value
research from other rich countries. Similarly, it could be that they would place much greater weight
on evidence from Brazil, and consider it much more relevant than findings from Colombia or
Jamaica. We were limited in our ability to explore these questions due to a lack of comparable

23There is another way in which the observed updating clearly departs from the Bayesian learning framework: large-
sample studies lead to an increase in weight placed on the signal but the reduction in weight placed on the prior is not
equal and opposite but is instead smaller, as shown in Table 4.
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studies from more countries, including Brazil.
The results on belief updating (but not WTP) have another potential confound in interpretation:

the two larger-sample studies in practice estimated smaller effect sizes. This is a feature in the four
studies we use, and also more generally documented in the ECD literature (Barnett, 2011). What
if participants simply update more (in proportional terms) in response to small effect sizes, say
due to concerns about greater publication bias in small studies, or because large effect sizes seem
implausible? We have some unplanned variation which may shed light on this concern: in six of
the fourteen conferences where the experiment was conducted, we reported a different (smaller)
effect-size for certain studies. Specifically, for the small-sample studies alone, we reported the
estimated effect sizes at a much longer time horizon (without flagging this discrepancy), which re-
sulted in a smaller effect size. Appendix Table A.7 tests whether the larger weight on large-sample
study signals is less pronounced in those conferences. Consistent with our initial interpretation,
the weight placed on sample size does not vary significantly across these conferences.

WTP for implementation information. But does access to research lead to more effective policies
being adopted? At the very end of the beliefs experiment, participants were given the chance to
purchase practical information on how to implement ECD policies, using a fresh budget of lottery
tickets. We interpret WTP for such advice as a revealed-preference proxy for interest in implement-
ing the policy. Since we experimentally vary bundles of study attributes provided—effect size,
developing country context, and large sample—and found that these affect posteriors, we can use
these attributes as instruments for participants’ posterior beliefs. Appendix Table A.8 shows the
results. We find that more positive beliefs about ECD programs—shaped through learning about
research findings—causally increase WTP for implementation information. This provides clean,
experimental evidence on the effect of research information on demand for policy implementation
via changed beliefs.

3.4 Tests of motivated reasoning

In this section, we test for specific forms of motivated reasoning in belief updating: asymmetric
updating and confirmation bias.24

Confirmation bias and asymmetric updating. Confirmation bias is the tendency to acquire and
interpret information in a way that confirms one’s pre-existing beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). This phe-
nomenon has been studied in a number of settings, and debates exist as to its prevalence and
importance in causing polarization and making individuals immune to evidence (see e.g. Lord
et al., 1979; Kuhn & Lao, 1996; Nyhan & Reifler, 2010; Wood & Porter, 2019). It is natural to there-
fore ask if political leaders and other policy-makers exhibit confirmation bias when faced with
evidence from research on policy effectiveness. Do policy-makers who start off with more positive
beliefs about a particular policy under-react to negative (disconfirming) information about that

24It is worth noting that we will test for evidence consistent with such motivated belief-updating. However, similar
empirical patterns could also be generated by Bayesian learners with non-Gaussian priors. Since we largely find null
effects, we conclude that we do not observe evidence for motivated reasoning.
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policy relative to positive (confirming) information? And do policy-makers with negative priors
do the reverse? Alternatively, do policy-makers systematically respond more to positive informa-
tion relative to negative information, thereby ending up over-optimistic about policies, as argued
by Vivalt & Coville (2020)? We test these hypotheses by estimating equations of the form:

Posteriorijs = β1Priorij+β2(Signalij−Priorij)+β3(Signalij−Priorij)×PositiveSurpriseij+ εij

(4)

where PositiveSurpriseij = 1{Signalij − Priorij > 0} is a dummy equal to 1 when the revealed
effect-size from the study is larger than the participant’s prior, and 0 otherwise. β3 > 0 implies
that participants place more weight on positive news than on negative news, while β3 < 0 would
imply placing more weight on negative news than on positive news.25

Table 5 reports the results. Column 1 shows that, on average, policy-makers do not react asym-
metrically to positive news relative to negative news, as evidenced also by Figure 2(a). But this
comparison may be confounded: the two large-sample studies find smaller effects, and are there-
fore more likely to lead to negative news. If large-sample studies are given greater weight in
updating (as we showed previously), this would tend to counteract any tendency to under-weight
bad news. Columns 2 and 3 therefore test for asymmetric updating separately for the large-sample
and small-sample studies. The point estimates again do not indicate substantial asymmetric up-
dating, unlike in Vivalt & Coville (2020), although the estimate for large-sample studies in par-
ticular is quite imprecise. Column 4 tests for confirmation bias. To do so, we define a variable
ConfirmingNews equal to 1 if an individual with an above-median prior receives a (still more)
positive signal or if an individual with a below-median prior receives a (still more) negative sig-
nal, and 0 otherwise. The coefficient on the ConfirmingNews variable is negative, implying the
opposite of confirmation bias. Altogether, we find no evidence for confirmation bias or asym-
metric updating on average when policy-makers are presented with research evidence on policy
effectiveness.

3.5 Beliefs experiment: discussion

We have two main findings from the beliefs experiment. First, political leaders in Brazil value
learning about research on policy effectiveness. Second, they also change their beliefs when con-
fronted with evidence from research: they place substantial weight on the new information. They
place more weight on larger-sample studies, but not on developing-country studies. While attend-
ing to sample size indicates a degree of sophistication, we provide suggestive calculations that the
sensitivity to sample size is lower than expected from a Bayesian learner.

The experiment has some clear weaknesses. We contrast the effects of a limited number of
studies from only three countries. The WTP measure is rather artificial, and comes out of the

25See also Vivalt & Coville (2020). An alternative way to set up the estimating equation would be as in Equation 3,
interacting the prior and signal separately with PositiveSurprise. We choose to instead include the Signal−Posterior
term and its single interaction with PositiveSurprise for ease of exposition and interpretation. This is particularly
valuable when we examine politically-motivated information processing in Appendix Table E. 1.
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policy-maker’s private budget, rather than the likely more-relevant municipal budget, which may
have other higher-value uses. We establish effects on beliefs only over a very short period of time
and cannot speak to whether the effects persist. The experiment may also generate demand effects,
with participants feeling some social pressure to place weight on the study results (although they
completed the experiment privately on a tablet, rather than face-to-face with an experimenter).
The policy-adoption experiment described in the next section, in contrast, provides evidence of
longer-lasting changes in beliefs and measures effects on actual municipal policy.

4 Policy-Adoption Experiment

In this section, we describe a nationwide field experiment to test whether supplying the heads of
local governments with evidence from policy-effectiveness research influences the policies imple-
mented in their polities. We show that informing Brazilian mayors about the effectiveness of a
policy to increase tax compliance causally affects not just beliefs, but also adoption of the policy
1-2 years later.

4.1 Background: taxpayer reminder letters

The essence of our policy-adoption experiment is to inform a treatment group of mayors about the
existing research evidence on a particular policy that has been shown to increase tax compliance:
reminder letters to taxpayers.

We chose this particular policy for three reasons. First, increasing tax compliance is important
to mayors: they reported considerable interest in increasing tax revenues in our focus groups and
scoping surveys. Over 90 percent of Brazilian municipalities raise taxes locally and enforcement of
municipal taxes is under the control of municipal governments. Like in most developing countries,
taxpayer compliance is a challenge in Brazil. A prominent think tank estimates that at least 20
percent of taxpayers do not comply with property taxes, for instance (De Cesare & Smolka, 2004).

Second, the effectiveness of reminder letters has been rigorously evaluated in multiple RCTs,
including two in Latin America (Coleman, 1996; Hasseldine et al., 2007; Del Carpio, 2013; Fellner
et al., 2013; Castro & Scartascini, 2015; Hallsworth et al., 2017). Such interventions have been found
to be surprisingly effective. For instance, Del Carpio (2013) finds that simple reminder letters
increased tax compliance in Peru by 10 percent, while letters that additionally included social-
norm language by emphasizing that most people pay their taxes on time increased compliance by
20 percent.

Third, reminder letters are inexpensive and relatively easy to implement, while not being obvi-
ously politically sensitive. On the one hand, this means that the policy we chose is likely positively
selected in terms of the potential for changes in policy-maker beliefs to translate into policy change.
On the other hand, we expect that reminder letters are likely an effective policy tool in part because
they are low-cost and easy to implement.
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Reminder letters to taxpayers are uncommon but far from unheard of in Brazil. In our endline
survey for this experiment, 32 percent of control municipalities reported using some form of re-
minder messages to taxpayers. This sometimes involved sending letters, but also included other
communication channels such as text messages, flyers, and media advertising.

4.2 Experimental setting

The policy-adoption experiment was conducted at a large CNM convention—the Novos Gestores
meeting—for recently elected and re-elected mayors in October-November 2016. The convention
is held every four years to train mayors who are about to start their four-year term the following
January. Mayors can attend multiple training sessions led by CNM expert staff on topics ranging
from municipal financial planning and budgets to public policy areas, such as urban development,
education, health and tourism. Multiple sessions run in parallel throughout the conference, except
for a limited number of plenary sessions. The conference itself ran in stages, with mayors from
different regions attending on different days due to capacity constraints. Each mayor attended for
two days.

The sample frame for the experiment was mayors attending the convention who represented
municipalities with populations between 5,000 and 100,000. The total sample consists of 1,818
municipalities, which represents 45 percent of all municipalities in that population range. Figure 5
shows the spatial distribution of the sample municipalities.

Table 6 provides descriptive statistics on the sample of mayors and municipalities for the
policy-adoption experiment. We see, for example, that almost 90 percent of the mayors are men;
about 60 percent have at least a bachelor degree; and 16 percent are in their second and last term
in office.26 The average municipality in the sample has a population of about 21,000 residents.

4.3 Experimental design

Mayors attending the conference were randomized into treatment (n=881) and control (n=937)
groups.27 All mayors were free to attend any of CNM’s regular Novos Gestores training sessions,
but only mayors in the treatment group were invited, by email and text message, to attend our
research-information sessions. The session was advertised as being on the topic of how to increase
local tax revenues, and was framed as a training session organized by CNM as well as researchers
at Columbia and Harvard Universities. Since participation was optional, our experiment should
be thought of as having an encouragement design. Table 6 shows that the treatment and control
groups are largely balanced on mayor’s characteristics as well as municipal characteristics.

26This low share of mayors in their second term is explained, in part, by the political crisis Brazil was going through at
the time of the most recent municipal elections (2016), which led to a decrease in the proportion of incumbent politicians
winning re-election.

27The randomization was stratified on the mayor’s education level, whether the mayor was term-limited, the average
education level among public employees in the municipality, and the municipality’s population size, Gini coefficient,
and region. A slightly larger share of municipalities was assigned to the control group due to logistical concerns asso-
ciated with our capacity to manage a large number of treatment group participants and the capacity of the room that
CNM designated for our intervention.
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FIGURE 5: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
SAMPLE MUNICIPALITIES

The information sessions lasted 45 minutes and were led by an experienced local instructor,
without foreign researchers present. The instructor began by introducing and defining policy
impact, cost-effectiveness, and impact evaluation research. She then provided a description of
taxpayer reminder letters, including presenting an example template. Next, she presented the
findings (i.e. the estimated effect sizes) of a set of rigorous studies evaluating the impact of tax-
payer reminder letters. A list of reminder letter characteristics found to be effective in inducing
taxpayers to pay their taxes on time—stating the tax payment deadline; mentioning the possibility
of fines and audits for not paying taxes on time; and stating that most people pay their taxes on
time—was emphasized, and effect sizes were provided where possible.

The information presented was simplified and the presentation was concise. We avoided jargon
and regression tables. The 30-minute presentation was followed by 15 minutes for questions from
the audience.28 At the end of the session, mayors received a professionally-produced policy brief

28During the 15 minutes reserved for open discussions with mayors, mayors often asked interesting questions about
reminder letters and other alternative policies on tax compliance: for example, whether the effects would be the same
if the messages were sent by email or text messages, whether the policy could be used to encourage tax debtors to
pay their balance, and whether financial incentives such as discounts or lotteries for paying taxes on time are effective
policies. We avoided providing confident answers to such questions.
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with the same information content as the presentation, including references to the cited papers.29

The session was offered 3-4 times during each stage of the conference. Treated mayors could
therefore choose to attend when their opportunity cost of time was lowest. Judging from our (un-
systematic) field observations, it appeared that the most common counterfactual to attending our
information session was networking with other mayors. For other mayors, the opportunity cost
was instead attending one of the other simultaneous sessions at the conference. Half of our ses-
sions clashed with a plenary session which taught mayors about municipal finances and budgets
and emphasized proper financial planning and fiscal responsibility. The other half clashed with
slots during which mayors could have drop-in office hours with the partner organization, or could
instead attend a variety of parallel sessions, each of which were themselves offered twice during
each stage. We did not clash with other plenary sessions designed around public policy (social
policies, urban development policies, and economic policies). No other session at the conference
emphasized research information or impact evaluation.

To summarize, attending our information sessions came at the expense of some combination of
professional networking, training on municipal budgeting and finances, or sessions on a variety
of topics not including impact evaluation, research evidence or economic, social or urban devel-
opment policies. While our treatment induces greater policy adoption of tax reminder letters, as
we will show, it may come at a cost in terms of reduced professional networking or worse knowl-
edge or performance on a diffuse range of outcomes we do not observe. This does not change our
conclusion, however, that providing research information did lead to a change in policy.

4.4 Data

To measure how the research information provision affected political leaders’ beliefs and ultimate
policy adoption, we conducted in-depth phone surveys of relevant municipal officials from treat-
ment and control municipalities 15 to 24 months after the session. We attempted to reach the
bureaucrat in charge of implementing tax policy in each municipality, as well as the mayor them-
selves.30

The survey was supervised by a research assistant, and conducted by a team of nine surveyors
who were blinded to treatment status and the research hypotheses. When the survey ended after
10 months of phone calls, we had successfully interviewed at least one person in 81 percent of our
sample of municipalities—75 percent of the chief tax bureaucrats and 50 percent of the mayors in
the sample. We were not able to make any contact with 10 percent of the sample municipalities, due
to not being able to locate a working phone number. This share was also balanced across treatment
and control groups.31 There was no differential attrition between treatment and control groups,

29Appendix C presents the policy brief.
30Typically, secretaries of finance are responsible for the tax division in Brazilian municipalities. Nevertheless, we

specifically asked municipalities’ telephone attendants to pass the call on to the person in charge of the tax division.
Once we were transferred, we confirmed whether the person actually held that position or asked to get the phone
number of the person in charge of implementing tax policy.

31On average, many hours of work were needed before we could talk to the chief tax bureaucrats and mayors over
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and observable characteristics of the successfully contacted municipalities are similar across both
groups, as reported in Table 6.

The survey lasted approximately 15 minutes. The key outcomes asked about whether the mu-
nicipality sends taxpayers reminders to pay their taxes, and whether the messages feature the
characteristics described in the information session and evaluated in the literature: the due date,
the possibility of fines or audits, and language regarding the social norm of paying taxes on time.
An important secondary outcome measured in the survey was beliefs about policy effectiveness.
Specifically, we elicited quantitative beliefs about the likely impact of such a policy, in terms of
percent changes in tax compliance, even if the municipality reported not using such reminders. In
addition, we asked questions that served as attention and comprehension checks as well as ques-
tions about one potential policy substitute to reminder letters (namely financial incentives for tax
payers) and placebo questions on which we would expect null effects of the treatment (the use of
e-procurement platforms).

In addition to the phone survey, we gathered demographic, electoral, and budgetary data from
official sources for all municipalities for which such data is available.32 It is not possible to observe
tax compliance itself in the administrative data so our primary outcome is whether municipalities
implemented the policy. Since concerns about experimenter demand effects or other reporting
biases may arise for reports from mayors, we separately report responses from tax department
bureaucrats and mayors.

4.5 Results

Participation in information sessions. 37.9 percent of the mayors in the treatment group chose to
attend our session. In contrast, less than 1 percent of control group mayors attended the session.
The opportunity costs of attending—foregoing the opportunity to attend other parallel training
sessions or conducting meetings with other politicians and officials—were meaningful, although
difficult to quantify. Moreover, some mayors did not have accurate contact information stored in
the CNM system, and thus did not receive our invitation messages at all. We therefore consider
37.9 percent to be a fairly high rate of treatment group participation.

Appendix Table A.9 reports predictors of participation in the research-information session.
Younger and college-educated mayors are 7 and 15 percentage points more likely to participate
than others, but term-limited mayors are no less likely to participate than mayors in their first
term. None of the municipal characteristics, such as poverty rates, inequality, or income per capita,
predict participation.

Policy adoption. We find that a mayor attending the research-information session leads to a 10

the phone, mainly collecting municipalities’ phone numbers. Not all Brazilian municipalities publish or have updated
contact information on their websites, so we collected phone numbers through google searches, facebook, by calling
other local institutions such as hospitals and schools, etc.

32Demographic data is available from the Brazilian Statistical Office (IBGE). Brazil’s Superior Electoral Court provides
data on electoral outcomes and mayors’ characteristics. Budgetary data was retrieved from the National Treasury, which
compiles and releases self-reported accounting records from all Brazilian municipalities every year.
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percentage point increase in the use of reminder letters to taxpayers—an increase of 33 percent
over the proportion of control group municipalities that had started using such a reminder policy
at some point in the past. Table 7 presents Treatment-on-Treated (ToT) estimates, using random-
ized treatment status as an instrument for participation in the information session.33 The outcome
variable is a dummy equal to one if the respondent reports that the carefully-described policy is
used in their municipality and zero otherwise. Standard errors are clustered at the municipality
level. In Column 1, the ToT coefficient is 10.3 percentage points (s.e. 5.3 percentage points), com-
pared to a base of 31.7 percentage points in the control group. Adding controls in Column 2 leaves
the point estimate largely unchanged. Column 3 drops respondents who failed an attention check,
again leaving the coefficient unchanged.34 Most importantly, the point estimates are very similar if
we restrict attention to responses from mayors (Column 4) or tax department officials (Column 5).
Given that we have little concern about tax department officials misreporting details of tax com-
pliance policies differentially between treatment and control groups, this increases our confidence
that the effects we estimate are not driven by reporting biases.

Appendix Tables A.11 and A.12 report an exploratory analysis of heterogeneity in treatment
effects on policy adoption by mayoral and municipal characteristics. No clear evidence of het-
erogeneity emerges, partly due to limited statistical power. Term-limited mayors are not substan-
tially less likely to adopt reminder letters. The coefficients on interactions of treatment with age
and margins of electoral victory suggest that mayors of above-median age and victory margins
are less likely to adopt reminder letters, while leftist mayors are more likely to adopt, but none of
these estimates are statistically significant even without correcting for multiple hypotheses testing.
Appendix Table A.13 reports effects separately for the different design components of taxpayer
reminder letters, and shows that the effects are fairly similar on the probability of using letters
emphasizing the due date, mentioning the threat of audits/penalties, and mentioning social norm
language, although the latter is a larger effect in relative terms, since it is particularly unlikely to
be used in the control municipalities. Finally, Appendix Table A.14 reports no effects on a placebo
question (the use of e-procurement in municipal government), and reports no effects on the use of
financial incentives for compliance with taxes—a common policy which might conceivably have
been seen as a substitute for the reminder-letters policy.

Beliefs. We also measured beliefs about the effectiveness of reminder letters, which—especially
given the evidence presented in Section 3—is a plausible mechanism through which the ultimate
impact on policy adoption may arise. We asked respondents about the likely effect of the policy in
their municipality, whether or not the policy was currently implemented. We compare their stated
beliefs with the main estimated effect size of 12 percent shared with participating mayors in the
research-information session and policy briefs provided. Unlike in our beliefs experiment, it was
not possible to provide benchmarks and comprehension checks during the short phone survey, so

33Appendix Table A.10 presents the Intent-to-Treat estimates.
34The attention check was: “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazilian constitution was reformed

in 1988”. Since we consider this exceedingly unlikely as text for a tax reminder, we infer that respondents who answer
‘yes’ to this question are simply not paying attention or following the questions.
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the measures must necessarily be treated with some caution. Panel A of Table 8 shows that attend-
ing the information session—instrumented using treatment assignment—increased the ‘accuracy’
of beliefs even 15-24 months after treatment. Specifically, the absolute deviation of beliefs from the
effect size mentioned in the research-information session is 20 percent lower than in the control
group. Comparing Columns 4 and 5 reveals that beliefs became more accurate not just among
mayors, but also among tax-department bureaucrats, implying information-flow within the mu-
nicipal government. This was perhaps made easier by providing the participating mayors with
shareable policy briefs.

Panel B of Table 8 instead estimates the effect of belief accuracy on policy adoption, now in-
strumenting for belief accuracy using treatment assignment. Of course, this requires making the
debatable assumption that the treatment only affects adoption through beliefs. The estimates im-
ply that increasing belief accuracy by 1 percentage point (i.e. reducing the absolute deviation by
1 pp on a base of about 7 pp) increases adoption by 8 percentage points (se 5 pp). Of course, the
effects may operate also through other channels such confidence, salience etc., as discussed below.
These magnitudes must therefore be treated as descriptive. It is also worth noting that the rele-
vant beliefs were presumably those at the time of the policy-adoption decision, which we do not
observe.

4.6 Policy-adoption experiment: discussion

This experiment has one simple but important result: when political leaders in Brazil are provided
information from research on the impact of a cost-effective policy, they change the actual policies
in use in their polities. This implies that, consistent with the findings from our beliefs experiment,
policy-makers are open to new evidence; care about policy effectiveness; and have at least some
capacity and desire to translate evidence into policy change.

Some caveats to this interpretation are worth noting. First, we cannot rule out that the esti-
mated effects are driven in part by mayors simply learning of the existence of taxpayer reminder
policies, rather than due to the quantitative estimates of their impact from research. As noted
above, however, taxpayer reminder policies are far from unknown in Brazil, with about a third
of municipalities already using some form of such reminders. We also found evidence of more
accurate beliefs in the treatment group, although we cannot rule out that effects would have been
similar had we simply provided a policy recommendation stripped of any evidence. Second, we
considered a policy that is inexpensive and relatively easy to implement. Other effective policies
may have higher up-front costs, be more technically demanding, or be more politically sensitive,
in which case changing beliefs about effectiveness may not as readily translate into policy change.
Third, we estimate the effect of providing research information in a particular context: an infor-
mation session designed by researchers at reputed foreign universities, at a conference organized
by a trusted local organization. Research findings received from other sources, such as local think
tanks, academics or media sources, may be differently received. Similarly, policy-makers seeking
to unearth relevant research information themselves may have difficulty finding and interpret-
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ing relevant and high-quality information. On the other hand, our policy adoption experiment
also does not capture the numerous, less direct channels through which research may ultimately
influence policy practice.

5 Conclusion

Policy is important for economic development. What role can policy-effectiveness research play in
spurring the spread of effective policies and the abandonment of ineffective ones? One possibility
is that lack of (access to) research information is not a binding constraint on policy choice, for
example because political leaders are self-interested and electoral competitive pressures too weak
to motivate the effort required to change policy, or because leaders have limited real power over the
policies in use. Alternatively, frictions may constrain political leaders’ access to existing research.

In this paper, we investigate how informing political leaders about research findings affects pol-
icy beliefs and practice. Using experiments with the elected heads of Brazil’s local governments—
mayors—we first show that political leaders value access to impact evaluations, and update their
beliefs when informed of the research findings. Mayors (and other local policy-makers in our sam-
ple) appear to be fairly sophisticated consumers of accessible research, for example paying more
for studies—such as those with a large sample size—that subsequently affect their beliefs more.
In the second half of the paper, we show that providing mayors with research findings document-
ing positive impact of an inexpensive and easy-to-implement policy increases the probability that
their municipality implements the policy by 10 percentage points. Making research information
directly and easily available to policy-makers therefore appears to influence policy. This suggests
that information frictions may play an important role in explaining failures to adopt policies which
have been proven to be effective.

It is arguably surprising that such information frictions persist. After all, even if political lead-
ers themselves do not read academic journals, information frictions should generate incentives for
actors interested in enhancing social welfare to access academic research and connect policy re-
search with practice to eliminate these frictions. Empirically, the reach of think tanks and other
organizations that institutionalize and scale up transmission of research findings to political lead-
ers still appears limited in developing countries. Moreover, policy-makers might face the problem
of information overload, with numerous motivated actors attempting to persuade them by pro-
viding them with selective pieces of evidence and information. We hope that future research will
expand our understanding of how research’s impact on policy practice can be better understood
and enhanced.
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TABLE 1: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
SUMMARY STATS AND BALANCE

Variables Mean Control ∆ Developing P-Value ∆ Large P-Value

Mayors’ Characteristics
Male 87.83 -1.32 0.38 -4.04 0.00
Age 48.46 -0.11 0.82 -0.49 0.28
College 58.31 2.80 0.20 0.13 0.95
2nd Term 19.88 0.44 0.82 -0.07 0.97
Electoral Margin Victory 14.65 0.31 0.68 0.36 0.55
Leftist Political Party 37.39 -0.99 0.64 1.80 0.42

Municipalities’ Characteristics
Population 24.41 1.45 0.48 1.24 0.40
College Population 4.849 -0.07 0.52 0.02 0.87
Public Adm College 33.14 -0.97 0.09 -0.85 0.17
Poverty 26.62 0.48 0.55 0.41 0.61
Gini 49.91 0.48 0.09 0.44 0.13
Big South 49.26 -0.75 0.74 -1.07 0.63
Per Capita Income 452.4 -8.79 0.40 1.02 0.93
Kids in School (0-3) 19.22 -1.04 0.03 0.08 0.87
Kids in School (4-5) 78.65 -0.41 0.54 0.16 0.83

ECD Policy Survey Characteristics
Mayor 50.45 -0.16 0.94 -1.33 0.55
Prof Politician 29.97 0.74 0.72 -0.47 0.81
Leftist Scale 21.66 -2.37 0.19 -1.79 0.35
Implemented ECD 41.69 0.40 0.85 -3.02 0.17
Heard ECD 25.82 -0.81 0.68 -0.11 0.95

Observations 674 1,368 1,368
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2
Clusters (Individuals) 674 764 764

Notes: OLS results. Sample means of control observations. Each cell reports the estimated coef-
ficient of a regression of each characteristic on a dummy which is = 1 for Jamaica and Colombia
and 0 otherwise (Developing), and on a dummy which is = 1 for Colombia and US and 0 other-
wise (Large). Control observations are those for which the dummy Developing and the dummy
Large are = 0. The first block of variables reports characteristics of the mayor that runs the mu-
nicipality. Leftist Political Party (= 1 for mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to
historical political platforms, 0 otherwise). The second block of variables reports characteristics
of the municipality. Population is the municipality’s number of inhabitants (in thousands). Col-
lege Population is the municipality’s share of adults with college degrees. Public Administration
College is the share of municipal public employees with college degrees. Poverty is the munici-
pality’s poverty rate. Gini is the municipality’s Gini coefficient. Big South is = 1 for municipalities
in the south, southeast and mid-west regions, 0 otherwise. Per Capita Income is the municipality’s
monthly income per capita. Kids in School (0-3) is the share of kids 0-3 years old in the munici-
pality that attend pre-school education. Kids in School (4-5) is the share of kids 4-5 years old in
the municipality that attend pre-school education. The third block of variables reports character-
istics self-reported by participants in the survey experiment. Professional Politician is = 1 if the
participant occupied an elective position in the previous term, 0 otherwise. Leftist Scale is = 1 if
the participant self-identified as leftist (0-4) on a 0-10 scale, 0 otherwise. Implemented ECD is = 1
if the participant reported that the municipality implemented a ECD program before, 0 otherwise.
Heard ECD is = 1 if the participant reported that he/she had heard about ECD programs before, 0
otherwise. Robust standard errors are clustered at the individual level.
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TABLE 2: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
WILLINGNESS TO PAY BY STUDY CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3)
LHS Variable WTP WTP WTP

Large 3.8221 2.3554 4.4182
(0.7912) (2.3944) (1.0152)

Developing 0.3783 1.5948 -0.2735
(0.7907) (2.3951) (1.0039)

Observations 2,573 764 1,809
Round 1 and 2 1 2
Clusters (Individuals) 764 764 604
Mean LHS 44.62 48.39 43.03
SD LHS 31.77 33.06 31.09

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variable is willing-
ness to pay, which is elicited in two different rounds.
Developing is a dummy which is = 1 for Jamaica and
Colombia, 0 otherwise. Large is a dummy which is = 1
for Colombia and US, 0 otherwise. Difference in number
of clusters between columns 2 and 3 is due in part to a
different experimental design of last CNM conference, in
which only one study was offered for purchase. Mean
LHS is the mean WTP on the left-hand side of each equa-
tion. SD LHS is the standard deviation of WTP on the
left-hand side of each equation. Robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level are in parentheses. P-
value of Large (column 2) = Large (column 3) test is .484.
P-value of Developing (column 2) = Developing (column
3) test is .524.
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TABLE 3: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Prior 0.6824 0.5902 0.7902 0.6528 0.6813
(0.0214) (0.0295) (0.0237) (0.0280) (0.0224)

Signal 0.3230 0.3749 0.2607 0.3622 0.3209
(0.0194) (0.0261) (0.0234) (0.0293) (0.0203)

Observations 1,240 700 540 543 1,131
Round 1 and 2 1 2 1 1 and 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Random Study Municipality
Received Study for Free No No No No Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 755 700 540 543 731

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully buying
the results from a study in each round. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right before buying a
study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update
is treated as a prior. In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are
elicited for, either the respondent’s own municipality (columns 1, 2, 3, and 5) or one of the four possible study
locations (column 4). Received Study for Free indicates whether participant received the information regardless
of their WTP. Difference in clusters between columns 2, 3 and 4 is due in part to a different experimental design
of last CNM conference, in which only one study was offered for purchase. Robust standard errors clustered at
the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE 4: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING: WEIGHT PLACED ON LARGE-SAMPLE AND DEVELOPING-COUNTRY

STUDIES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Prior 0.6388 0.5600 0.7509 0.6685 0.6420
(0.0368) (0.0531) (0.0471) (0.0543) (0.0384)

Signal 0.3306 0.3780 0.2653 0.3351 0.3280
(0.0284) (0.0397) (0.0384) (0.0429) (0.0299)

Prior * Developing -0.0093 -0.0247 -0.0106 -0.0920 -0.0083
(0.0389) (0.0599) (0.0477) (0.0574) (0.0414)

Signal * Developing 0.0091 0.0082 0.0189 0.0682 0.0039
(0.0349) (0.0515) (0.0472) (0.0578) (0.0367)

Prior * Large -0.0535 -0.0904 -0.0307 -0.0563 -0.0663
(0.0480) (0.0690) (0.0600) (0.0714) (0.0501)

Signal * Large 0.3233 0.4068 0.2413 0.2744 0.3510
(0.0712) (0.0963) (0.0942) (0.1176) (0.0745)

Observations 1,240 700 540 543 1,131
Round 1 and 2 1 2 1 1 and 2
Belief About Municipality Municipality Municipality Random Study Municipality
Received Study for Free No No No No Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 755 700 540 543 731
P-value Prior*Dev.=Signal*Dev. 0.791 0.755 0.742 0.142 0.869
P-value Prior*Large=Signal*Large 0.001 0.002 0.064 0.069 0.001

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully buying the results from
a study in each round. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right before buying a study. Signal is the bought
study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Developing is a
dummy which is = 1 for Jamaica and Colombia, 0 otherwise. Large is a dummy which is = 1 for Colombia and US, 0 otherwise.
In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited for, either the respondent’s own
municipality (columns 1, 2, 3, and 5) or one of the four possible study locations (column 4). Received Study for Free indicates
whether participant received the information regardless of their WTP. Difference in clusters between columns 2, 3 and 4 is due
in part to a different experimental design of last CNM conference, in which only one study was offered for purchase. Robust
standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE 5: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
TESTING FOR ASYMMETRIC UPDATING AND CONFIRMATION BIAS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
LHS Variable Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Study Characteristic All Large Small All

Prior 0.9957 1.2310 0.9508 1.0165
(0.0217) (0.0572) (0.0236) (0.0150)

Signal-Prior 0.3075 0.6476 0.2429 0.3406
(0.0499) (0.1003) (0.0937) (0.0235)

Signal-Prior * Positive Surprise 0.0193 0.1166 0.0999
(0.0659) (0.2089) (0.1077)

Signal-Prior * Confirming News -0.1179
(0.0573)

Observations 1,131 582 549 1,131
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality
Received Study for Free Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 731 513 484 731

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully
buying the results from a study in each round. Study Characteristic indicates the sample of studies used
in the model (large sample studies—Colombia and US, small sample studies—Michigan and Jamaica,
or all studies—Colombia, Jamaica, Michigan and US). Prior is the belief of the respondent about the
effect, right before buying a study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second
update in posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Positive Surprise is a dummy which is = 1
if the bought study’s effect is greater than the respondent’s prior about the effect. Confirming News is
a dummy which is = 1 if the respondent’s prior about the effect was above the median (or below the
median) and the bought study’s effect is greater (smaller) than the respondent’s prior, 0 otherwise. In
the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited for, either
the respondent’s own municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received Study for Free
indicates whether participant received the information regardless of their WTP. Robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE 6: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
SUMMARY STATS AND BALANCE

at Baseline at Endline

Variables Mean Control ∆ Treatment P-Value Mean Control ∆ Treatment P-Value

Mayors’ Characteristics
Male 88.26 1.41 0.34 90.01 -0.14 0.93
Age 46.76 1.32 0.01 47.08 1.61 0.00
College or more 57.74 -0.76 0.74 57.66 0.73 0.78
2nd Term 15.69 1.56 0.37 15.18 0.91 0.63
Electoral Margin Victory 16.73 0.36 0.68 16.61 0.46 0.63
Leftist Political Party 32.98 2.10 0.35 32.76 1.36 0.58

Municipalities’ Characteristics
Population 20.86 -0.06 0.94 20.23 0.06 0.95
College Population 5.17 -0.15 0.25 5.47 -0.14 0.31
Public Adm College 32.50 0.89 0.21 33.32 0.25 0.74
Poverty 26.41 -0.27 0.76 23.05 0.11 0.91
Gini 50.33 -0.19 0.54 49.37 0.17 0.61
Big South 51.01 -0.62 0.79 59.92 -2.36 0.36
Per Capita Income 457.64 3.42 0.75 489.23 2.78 0.81
Local Taxes Revenues (2010-15) 6.06 0.09 0.68 6.40 0.08 0.75

Joint F-test 0.18 0.20

Attrition
Municipality 19.85 -1.69 0.36
Mayor 48.35 2.28 0.33
Finance Staff 24.97 -0.80 0.69

Notes: Sample means of control group and differences in means with respect to treatment group at baseline and endline. There
were 937 (751) municipalities in the control group and 881 (721) in the treatment group at baseline (endline). The first block
of variables reports characteristics of the mayor that runs the municipality. Leftist Political Party (= 1 for mayors belonging to a
center-leftist party according to historical political platforms, 0 otherwise). The second block of variables reports characteristics of
the municipality. Population is the municipality’s number of inhabitants (in thousands). College Population is the municipality’s
share of adults with college degrees. Public Administration College is the share of municipal public employees with college
degrees. Poverty is the municipality’s poverty rate. Gini is the municipality’s Gini coefficient. Big South is = 1 for municipalities
in the south, southeast and mid-west regions, 0 otherwise. Per Capita Income is the municipality’s monthly income per capita.
Local Tax Revenues (2010-2015) indicates the average share of municipal tax revenues in total municipal revenues from 2010 to
2015. Joint significance F-test, and follow-up survey attrition rate—municipality, mayor and finance staff—at endline.
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TABLE 7: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY ADOPTION: TAX REMINDERS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted

Information Session 0.1031 0.1065 0.1024 0.1177 0.1094
(0.0531) (0.0526) (0.0546) (0.0791) (0.0653)

Observations 2,271 2,239 2,027 898 1,341
Respondent All All All Mayor Finance Staff
Attention Check No No Yes No No
Mayor Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1465 1447 1395 898 1341
Mean Control 0.317 0.314 0.294 0.364 0.280

Notes: 2SLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent
says the policy was adopted in municipality, 0 otherwise. Information Session is a dummy
which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the information session about tax reminders,
0 otherwise. This last variable is instrumented with treatment assignment. In the rows below
the coefficients, Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answered positively to the
attention check component of the reminders policy are excluded from the model, where the
attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazilian constitution
was reformed in 1988”. We express all continuous variables as indicators of above-below the
median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included in the model are:
Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin
of Victory above-below median (1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a
center-leftist party according to historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics
included in the model are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-
below median (1/0); College Public Administration employees above-below median (1/0);
Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big South (1/0, where
1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly
Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues share above-below median
(1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE 8: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
ACCURACY OF BELIEFS AND POLICY ADOPTION: TAX REMINDERS

Panel A (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs

Information Session 1.3975 1.3541 1.5031 1.1923 1.5125
(0.5209) (0.5201) (0.5589) (0.7396) (0.6839)

Mean Control -6.980 -6.983 -6.998 -6.869 -7.060

Panel B (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted

Accuracy of Beliefs 0.0856 0.0935 0.0819 0.1344 0.0799
(0.0500) (0.0537) (0.0483) (0.1084) (0.0562)

Mean Control 0.310 0.306 0.285 0.357 0.271

Observations 2,172 2,141 1,936 842 1,299
Respondent All All All Mayor Finance Staff
Attention Check No No Yes No No
Mayor Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1434 1416 1360 842 1299

Notes: 2SLS estimation results where Treatment Assignment is the instrument for Information Session (in Panel A) and for Accuracy of Beliefs
(in Panel B). In Panel A, the dependent variable—Accuracy of Beliefs—is the absolute difference multiply by -1 between self-reported beliefs
about effect sizes of tax reminders on local tax revenues and the 12 percent informed effect size of the reminder letters policy during the information
session. Information Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the information session about tax reminders, 0 otherwise.
In Panel B, the dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent says the policy was adopted in municipality, 0 otherwise. Accuracy of
Beliefs is the absolute difference multiplied by -1 between self-reported beliefs about effect sizes of tax reminders on local tax revenues and the
12 percent informed effect size of the reminder letters policy during the information session. In the rows below the coefficients of the last panel,
Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answered positively to the attention check component of the reminders policy are excluded from
the model, where the attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We
expressed all continuous variables as indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included
in the model are: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median (1/0);
and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics
included in the model are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median (1/0); College Public Administration
employees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big South (1/0, where 1 are south,
southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues
share above-below median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.1: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
SELECTION INTO THE EXPERIMENT - MAYORS

Variables Mean Non-Participants ∆ Participants P-Value

Mayors’ Characteristics
Male 87.12 1.08 0.70
Age 48.61 -0.72 0.42
College 52.05 4.65 0.28
2nd Term 21.80 -4.08 0.22
Electoral Margin Victory 14.99 -1.19 0.32
Leftist Political Party 38.36 7.74 0.06

Municipalities’ Characteristics
Population 20.89 -2.80 0.30
College Population 4.09 -0.11 0.49
Public Adm College 32.25 0.39 0.74
Poverty 34.15 0.61 0.42
Gini 51.19 0.02 0.96
Per Capita Income 378.03 -5.55 0.57
Kids in School (0-3) 19.84 0.45 0.63
Kids in School (4-5) 83.30 -1.01 0.33

Joint F-test 0.44

Mayors 367 235

Notes: Sample means of the mayors that did not participate in the beliefs experi-
ment and differences in means with respect to participants. Differences in means
were calculated including conference fixed effects. We restrict the analysis to the 12
regional conferences for which CNM shared the list of attendees. There were 367
mayors that did not participate in the beliefs experiment and 235 that did partici-
pate. The first block of variables reports characteristics of the mayor that runs the
municipality. Leftist Political Party (= 1 for mayors belonging to a center-leftist party
according to historical political platforms, 0 otherwise). The second block of variables
reports characteristics of the municipality. Population is the municipality’s number
of inhabitants (in thousands). College Population is the municipality’s share of adults
with college degrees. Public Administration College is the share of municipal public
employees with college degrees. Poverty is the municipality’s poverty rate. Gini is
the municipality’s Gini coefficient. Per Capita Income is the municipality’s monthly
income per capita. Kids in School (0-3) is the share of kids 0-3 years old in the mu-
nicipality that attend pre-school education. Kids in School (4-5) is the share of kids
4-5 years old in the municipality that attend pre-school education. Joint significance
F-test is reported.
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TABLE A.2: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
PRIOR BELIEFS

Beliefs About Mean SD Effect Size in Study

Own Municipality 0.42 (0.22) -
123; Michigan 0.45 (0.22) 0.87
130; Jamaica 0.42 (0.21) 0.91
1420; Colombia 0.37 (0.19) 0.26
4667; USA 0.50 (0.22) 0.15

Notes: Sample mean and standard deviation of participants’
priors. Beliefs About refers to the location about which the
prior is asked. The last column reports the effect size de-
scribed in the corresponding study.
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TABLE A.3: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
WILLINGNESS TO PAY: OTHER DETERMINANTS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
LHS Variable WTP WTP WTP WTP

Mayors’ Characteristics

Male 6.76 6.57
(3.16) (3.13)

Age -0.81 -0.92
(2.10) (2.12)

College 1.16 2.60
(2.16) (2.21)

2nd Term 1.19 1.33
(2.60) (2.89)

Margin Victory 0.71 1.18
(2.12) (2.09)

Leftist Political Party 0.93 0.40
(2.15) (2.22)

Municipalities’ Characteristics

Population 2.14 1.52
(2.23) (2.21)

College Population -0.03 -0.27
(2.78) (2.80)

Public Adm College 1.77 0.29
(2.30) (2.31)

Poverty 1.86 2.45
(5.70) (5.65)

Gini -1.03 -1.14
(2.51) (2.50)

Big South 0.44 3.24
(4.65) (4.66)

Per Capita Income -0.76 -0.01
(5.09) (5.05)

Kids in School (0-3) 1.10 0.62
(2.32) (2.33)

Kids in School (4-5) 2.00 2.05
(2.42) (2.40)

ECD Policy Survey Characteristics

Mayor -1.07 -1.00
(2.08) (2.17)

Prof Politician -0.50 -1.44
(2.34) (2.48)

Leftist Scale 0.06 0.44
(2.50) (2.56)

Implemented ECD 11.45 11.99
(2.39) (2.49)

Heard ECD 6.84 6.88
(2.68) (2.79)

Observations 2,542 2,573 2,573 2,542
Clusters (Individuals) 754 764 764 754
Mean LHS 44.27 44.62 44.62 44.27

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variable is willingness to pay, which is
elicited in two different rounds. We expressed all continuous variables as
indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of municipalities.
Mayors’ characteristics: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); Col-
lege (1/0); 2nd term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median
(1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist
party according to historical political platforms). Municipalities’ character-
istics: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-
below median (1/0); Public Administration College above-below median
(1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0);
Big south (1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0
are north and northeast regions); Per Capita Income above-below median;
Kids in School (0-3) above-below median (1/0) of the share of kids 0-3 years
old that attend pre-school education; Kids in School (4-5) above-below me-
dian (1/0) of the share of kids 4-5 years old that attend pre-school educa-
tion. ECD Policy Survey characteristics: Mayor (1/0); Professional Politi-
cian (1/0); Leftist Scale (1/0); Implemented ECD (1/0) indicates whether
the participant reported the municipality implemented a ECD program
before; Heard ECD (1/0) indicates whether the participant reported that
he/she had heard about ECD programs before. Mean LHS is the mean WTP
on the left-hand side of each equation. Robust standard errors clustered at
the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE A.4: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING: DROPPING INATTENTIVE TYPES & DEALING WITH MEASUREMENT ERROR

(IV)

Dropping Inattentive Types Measurement Error IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Prior 0.6824 0.6002 0.5297 0.8149 0.7929
(0.0214) (0.0245) (0.0242) (0.0261) (0.0375)

Signal 0.3230 0.4114 0.4626 0.2381 0.2532
(0.0194) (0.0218) (0.0206) (0.0251) (0.0311)

Observations 1,240 944 553 438 438
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 2 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality
Received Study for Free No No No Yes Yes
Instrument Prior No No No No Yes
Drops Never Updaters No Yes Yes No No
Includes Only 0 < Average Update < 1 No No Yes No No
Clusters (Individuals) 757 562 323 438 438

Notes: OLS results (columns 1-4) and 2SLS (column 5). The first three columns compare belief updating for the full sample (Col
1), dropping individuals who never update (Col 2), and keeping only individuals with updating weights 0 < π < 1 (Col 3). The
next two columns report an attempt to deal with measurement error in the priors. Specifically, Col 4 shows the usual updating
regression for Round 2. Col 5 instead instruments for the prior in Round 2 using the randomized study provided in Round 1. The
very similar coefficients on Prior in Cols 4 and 5 suggest measurement error plays a limited role in attenuating the coefficient. In
all regressions, the dependent variables are posterior beliefs. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right before
receiving some study. Signal is the received study’s effect size. In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which
location the beliefs are elicited for, either the respondent’s own municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received
Study for Free indicates whether participant received the information regardless of their WTP. Average Update is defined as
(Posterior - Prior) / (Signal - Prior). Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE A.5: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING: HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS - MAYOR CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
LHS Variable Post Post Post Post Post Post Post Post Post

Characteristic Male Age College 2nd Term Margin Victory Leftist Scale Implem ECD Heard ECD

Prior 0.6747 0.6985 0.6232 0.7575 0.6961 0.6792 0.7034 0.6561 0.6710
(0.0301) (0.0817) (0.0436) (0.0480) (0.0335) (0.0422) (0.0362) (0.0422) (0.0338)

Signal 0.3240 0.3065 0.3636 0.2492 0.3062 0.3237 0.2899 0.3198 0.3363
(0.0287) (0.1051) (0.0433) (0.0409) (0.0312) (0.0407) (0.0328) (0.0425) (0.0335)

Prior * Characteristic -0.0278 0.0982 -0.1329 -0.1057 -0.0071 -0.1043 0.0461 0.0023
(0.0880) (0.0591) (0.0615) (0.0741) (0.0609) (0.0649) (0.0603) (0.0740)

Signal * Characteristic 0.0200 -0.0759 0.1209 0.0932 -0.0014 0.1248 0.0011 -0.0337
(0.1093) (0.0569) (0.0564) (0.0782) (0.0580) (0.0654) (0.0574) (0.0640)

Observations 623 623 623 623 623 614 623 623 623
Respondent Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor Mayor
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality
Received Study for Free No No No No No No No No No
Clusters (Individuals) 377 377 377 377 377 371 377 377 377

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully buying the results from a study in each round. Prior is the belief of the
respondent about the effect, right before buying some study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is treated
as a prior. Mayors’ characteristics included as interactions are: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below
median (1/0); Leftist Scale (1/0); Implemented ECD (1/0) indicates whether the participant reported the municipality implemented a ECD program before; Heard ECD (1/0) indicates
whether the participant reported that he/she had heard about ECD programs before. In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited
for, either the respondent’s own municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received Study for Free indicates whether participant received the information regardless of
their WTP. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE A.6: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING: HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS - MUNICIPALITY CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
LHS Variable Post Post Post Post Post Post Post Post Post

Characteristic Pop College Pop College Adm Poverty Gini Big South Income pc Kids in School 0-3 Kids in School 4-5

Prior 0.7081 0.6736 0.6416 0.6543 0.6878 0.7081 0.7088 0.7144 0.7110
(0.0322) (0.0275) (0.0296) (0.0336) (0.0316) (0.0282) (0.0268) (0.0276) (0.0308)

Signal 0.2850 0.3202 0.3666 0.3341 0.3104 0.3169 0.3133 0.3032 0.2756
(0.0299) (0.0247) (0.0258) (0.0324) (0.0293) (0.0249) (0.0238) (0.0264) (0.0282)

Prior * Characteristic -0.0455 0.0189 0.0938 0.0464 -0.0097 -0.0563 -0.0678 -0.0733 -0.0486
(0.0432) (0.0434) (0.0423) (0.0435) (0.0428) (0.0430) (0.0440) (0.0428) (0.0427)

Signal * Characteristic 0.0664 0.0091 -0.1031 -0.0182 0.0229 0.0131 0.0254 0.0434 0.0819
(0.0392) (0.0399) (0.0388) (0.0404) (0.0391) (0.0396) (0.0408) (0.0389) (0.0384)

Observations 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240 1,240
Respondent All All All All All All All All All
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality
Received Study for Free No No No No No No No No No
Clusters (Individuals) 755 755 755 755 755 755 755 755 755

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully buying the results from a study in each round. Prior is the belief of the respondent
about the effect, right before buying some study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Municipalities’
characteristics included as interactions are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median (1/0); Public Administration College above-below median (1/0);
Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big south (1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); Per Capita
Income above-below median; Kids in School (0-3) above-below median (1/0) of the share of kids 0-3 years old that attend pre-school education; Kids in School (4-5) above-below median
(1/0) of the share of kids 4-5 years old that attend pre-school education. In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited for, either the
respondent’s own municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received Study for Free indicates whether participant received the information regardless of their WTP. Robust
standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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TABLE A.7: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING: LARGE-SAMPLE AND DEVELOPING-COUNTRY STUDIES - DIFFERENT EFFECT

SIZES

(1) (2) (3) (4)
LHS Variable Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Prior 0.5470 0.4248 0.6987 0.5587
(0.0588) (0.0891) (0.0702) (0.1026)

Signal 0.3619 0.4219 0.2860 0.3677
(0.0379) (0.0540) (0.0507) (0.0607)

Prior * Developing 0.0083 0.0251 -0.0077 -0.0606
(0.0577) (0.0855) (0.0763) (0.0948)

Signal * Developing -0.0110 -0.0255 0.0102 0.0511
(0.0424) (0.0616) (0.0593) (0.0752)

Prior * Large 0.0206 0.0442 -0.0467 0.0834
(0.0706) (0.1049) (0.0930) (0.1217)

Signal * Large 0.3123 0.3091 0.4067 0.1615
(0.0951) (0.1196) (0.1624) (0.1720)

Prior * Long-run 0.1128 0.1950 0.0354 0.1336
(0.0811) (0.1198) (0.0971) (0.1258)

Signal * Long-run -0.0145 -0.0669 0.0338 -0.0461
(0.0650) (0.0930) (0.0850) (0.0942)

Prior * Developing * Long-run -0.1068 -0.2067 -0.0624 -0.1214
(0.0898) (0.1387) (0.1019) (0.1299)

Signal * Developing * Long-run 0.1797 0.3021 0.1047 0.2361
(0.0894) (0.1386) (0.1064) (0.1346)

Prior * Large * Long-run -0.0581 -0.1725 0.1354 -0.1292
(0.1060) (0.1526) (0.1227) (0.1571)

Signal * Large * Long-run -0.0704 0.0854 -0.4099 0.0469
(0.1553) (0.2175) (0.2032) (0.2541)

Observations 1,131 645 486 493
Round 1 and 2 1 2 1
Context Municipality Municipality Municipality Random Study
Received Study for Free Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 731 645 486 493

Notes: OLS results. The dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully
buying the results from a study in each round. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right
before buying some study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in
posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Developing is a dummy which is equal to one for Jamaica
and Colombia and zero otherwise. Large is a dummy which is equal to one for Colombia and US and
zero otherwise. Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited for, either the respondent’s
own municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received Study for Free indicates whether
participant received the information regardless of their WTP. Long-run is a dummy which is equal to one
(zero) for the six (eight) conferences in which the informed effect sizes were assessed in adulthood: 0.38
(0.91) for Jamaica, 0.50 (0.87) for Michigan; or just continue to be assessed shortly after the intervention
was over: 0.18 (0.15) for USA, 0.26 (0.26) for Colombia. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual
level are in parentheses.
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TABLE A.8: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
VALUATION OF IMPLEMENTATION REPORT

OLS IV

(1) (2)
LHS Variable Implementation Report Implementation Report

Final Posterior 16.4909 41.1943
(5.2677) (21.0608)

Observations 737 737
Instrument Final Posterior No Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 737 737
Mean LHS 59.72 59.72
SD LHS 33.69 33.69

Notes: OLS (column 1) and 2SLS (column 2) results. Dependent variable is willingness
to pay for a policy implementation report. Final Posterior is the value of the last up-
dated belief, that being after buying one or two results. In column 2, this last variable
is instrumented with either the received signal or the average of the received signals
in the case the participant have bought two results. Mean LHS is the average policy
implementation report valuation on the left-hand side of each equation. SD LHS is the
standard deviation of policy implementation report valuation on the left-hand side of
each equation. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parenthe-
ses.
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TABLE A.9: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
INDIVIDUAL AND MUNICIPAL PREDICTORS OF SESSION PARTICIPATION

(1) (2) (3)
LHS Variable Information Session Information Session Information Session

Mayors’ Characteristics

Male 0.0157 -0.0014
(0.0546) (0.0560)

Age -0.0719 -0.0771
(0.0328) (0.0336)

College 0.1616 0.1562
(0.0328) (0.0333)

2nd Term -0.0007 0.0057
(0.0448) (0.0456)

Electoral Margin Victory 0.0265 0.0231
(0.0326) (0.0330)

Leftist Political Party 0.0314 0.0379
(0.0347) (0.0352)

Municipalities’ Characteristics

Population -0.0079 -0.0141
(0.0343) (0.0340)

College Population 0.0634 0.0492
(0.0466) (0.0463)

Public Adm College -0.0345 -0.0442
(0.0339) (0.0337)

Poverty -0.1015 -0.0753
(0.0903) (0.0926)

Gini 0.0449 0.0462
(0.0382) (0.0382)

Big South 0.0258 0.0593
(0.0662) (0.0660)

Per Capita Income -0.0762 -0.0663
(0.0839) (0.0854)

Local Tax Revenues (2010-2015) -0.0245 -0.0166
(0.0459) (0.0454)

Constant 0.2876 0.4343 0.3376
(0.0631) (0.0937) (0.1124)

Observations 874 878 871

Notes: Linear probability results. Response variable is information session participation and is = 1 for may-
ors that attended the information session, 0 otherwise. We expressed all continuous variables as indicators of
above-below the median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included in the model
are: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory
above-below median (1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party accord-
ing to historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics included in the model are: Population
above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median (1/0); College Public Administration
employees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0);
Big South (1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions);
monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues share above-below median
(1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.10: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
ITT POLICY ADOPTION: TAX REMINDERS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted

Treatment Assignment 0.0402 0.0418 0.0395 0.0477 0.0419
(0.0208) (0.0208) (0.0212) (0.0325) (0.0251)

Observations 2,271 2,239 2,027 898 1,341
Respondent All All All Mayor Finance Staff
Attention Check No No Yes No No
Mayor Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1465 1447 1395 898 1341
Mean Control 0.317 0.314 0.294 0.364 0.280

Notes: OLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent
says the policy was adopted in municipality, 0 otherwise. Treatment Assignment is a dummy
which is = 1 if the mayor was assigned to the treatment group. In the rows below the coefficients,
Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answer positively to the attention check com-
ponent of the reminders policy are excluded from the model, where the attention check was “The
tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We
expressed all continuous variables as indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of
municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included in the model are: Male (1/0); Age above-below
median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median
(1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to
historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics included in the model are: Popula-
tion above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median (1/0); College Public
Administration employees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini
above-below median (1/0); Big South (1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions;
and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0);
Local Tax Revenues share above-below median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the
municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.11: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY ADOPTION: HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS TAX REMINDERS - MAYOR CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
LHS Variable Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted

Characteristic Male Age College 2nd Term Margin Victory Leftist Party

Information Session -0.0544 0.1648 0.1481 0.1084 0.1445 0.0700
(0.2007) (0.0666) (0.1051) (0.0588) (0.0758) (0.0691)

Information Session * Characteristic 0.1715 -0.1263 -0.0663 -0.0321 -0.0802 0.0913
(0.2081) (0.1065) (0.1212) (0.1373) (0.1065) (0.1072)

Characteristic 0.0077 0.0241 0.0081 0.0149 0.0126 -0.0234
(0.0483) (0.0287) (0.0293) (0.0398) (0.0287) (0.0301)

Observations 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,241 2,271
Respondent All All All All All All
Attention Check No No No No No No
Clusters (Municipalities) 1465 1465 1465 1465 1448 1465
Mean Control 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.314 0.317

Notes: 2SLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent says the policy was adopted in
municipality, 0 otherwise. Information Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the information
session about tax reminders, 0 otherwise. This last variable is instrumented with treatment assignment. In the rows below the
coefficients, Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answered positively to the attention check component of the
reminders policy are excluded from the model, where the attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers
that the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We expressed all continuous variables as indicators of above-below
the median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included as interactions are: Male (1/0); Age above-
below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median (1/0); and Leftist
Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to historical political platforms). Robust standard
errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.12: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY ADOPTION: HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS TAX REMINDERS - MUNICIPALITY

CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
LHS Variable Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted

Characteristic Population College Pop PubAdm College Poverty Gini Big South Pc Income Local Taxes

Information Session 0.1158 0.0764 0.1439 0.1344 0.1958 0.1001 0.0743 0.0567
(0.0713) (0.0840) (0.0741) (0.0679) (0.0787) (0.0877) (0.0803) (0.0790)

Information Session * Characteristic -0.0276 0.0458 -0.0805 -0.0794 -0.1758 0.0130 0.0488 0.0689
(0.1068) (0.1084) (0.1060) (0.1081) (0.1063) (0.1099) (0.1066) (0.1063)

Characteristic 0.0069 0.0408 0.0397 -0.0777 -0.0312 0.0855 0.0707 0.0415
(0.0287) (0.0290) (0.0288) (0.0291) (0.0288) (0.0294) (0.0289) (0.0289)

Observations 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,271 2,269
Respondent All All All All All All All All
Attention Check No No No No No No No No
Clusters (Municipalities) 1465 1465 1465 1465 1465 1465 1465 1464
Mean Control 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317 0.317

Notes: 2SLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent says the policy was adopted in municipality, 0 otherwise.
Information Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the information session about tax reminders, 0 otherwise. This last variable
is instrumented with treatment assignment. In the rows below the coefficients, Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answered positively to the
attention check component of the reminders policy are excluded from the model, where the attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers
that the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We expressed all continuous variables as indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of
municipalities. Municipalities’ characteristics included as interactions are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median
(1/0); College Public Administration employees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big South
(1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local
Tax Revenues share above-below median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.13: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY ADOPTION: TAX REMINDERS INFORMATION COMPONENTS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
LHS Variable On Time Audit Social Norm Before Due Letter

Information Session 0.1014 0.0720 0.0990 0.0884 0.0752
(0.0522) (0.0471) (0.0374) (0.0515) (0.0413)

Observations 2,239 2,239 2,239 2,239 2,239
Respondent All All All All All
Attention Check No No No No No
Mayor Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1447 1447 1447 1447 1447
Mean Control 0.310 0.220 0.112 0.290 0.155

Notes: 2SLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy which is = 1 if respondent
says the policy was adopted in municipality, 0 otherwise. On Time refers to a reminder mes-
sage highlighting the tax payment deadline. Audit refers to a reminder message highlighting
the risks of audits for not paying taxes on time. Social Norm refers to a reminder message high-
lighting the social norm of paying taxes. Before due refers to sending the reminder message
before taxes’ due date. Letter refers to sending the reminder message using a hard copy letter.
Information Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the informa-
tion session about tax reminders, 0 otherwise. This last variable is instrumented with treatment
assignment. In the rows below the coefficients, Attention Check refers to whether respondents
that answered positively to the attention check component of the reminders policy are excluded
from the model, where the attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that
the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We expressed all continuous variables as indi-
cators of above-below the median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics
included in the model are: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term
(1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median (1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0,
mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to historical political platforms). Municipal-
ities’ characteristics included in the model are: Population above-below median (1/0); College
Population above-below median (1/0); College Public Administration employees above-below
median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big South
(1/0, where 1 are south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions);
monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues share above-below
median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.14: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY ADOPTION: FINANCIAL INCENTIVES AND E-PROCUREMENT

(1) (2)
LHS Variable Financial Incentives E-procurement

Information Session 0.0033 0.0153
(0.0557) (0.0644)

Observations 2,177 1,675
Respondent All All
Attention Check No No
Mayor Characteristics Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1434 1178
Mean Control 0.600 0.447

Notes: 2SLS estimation results. The dependent variable is a dummy
which is = 1 if respondent says the policy was adopted in municipality,
0 otherwise. Information Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the munic-
ipality’s mayor attended the information session about tax reminders, 0
otherwise. This last variable is instrumented with treatment assignment.
In the rows below the coefficients, Attention Check refers to whether re-
spondents that answered positively to the attention check component of
the reminders policy are excluded from the model, where the attention
check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazil-
ian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We expressed all continuous
variables as indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of
municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included in the model are: Male
(1/0); Age above-below median (1/0); College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0);
Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median (1/0); and Leftist Po-
litical Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to
historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics included in
the model are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Popula-
tion above-below median (1/0); College Public Administration employ-
ees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini
above-below median (1/0); Big South (1/0, where 1 are south, southeast
and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly
Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues share
above-below median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the mu-
nicipality level are in parenthesis.
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TABLE A.15: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
ACCURACY OF BELIEFS AND CONFIDENCE: TAX REMINDERS AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

Tax Reminders Financial Incentives

Panel A - ToT (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
LHS Variable Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs

Information Session 1.2931 1.2289 1.3797 -0.4037 0.1659 -0.6523
(0.5209) (0.7433) (0.6815) (0.5309) (0.7959) (0.6845)

Mean Control -6.971 -6.869 -7.039 -7.028 -6.741 -7.219

Tax Reminders Financial Incentives

Panel B - ITT (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
LHS Variable Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs Accuracy of Beliefs

Treatment Assignment 0.5144 0.5022 0.5382 -0.1577 0.0661 -0.2510
(0.2073) (0.3058) (0.2670) (0.2074) (0.3204) (0.2641)

Mean Control -6.971 -6.869 -7.039 -7.028 -6.741 -7.219

Tax Reminders Financial Incentives

Panel C - ToT (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
LHS Variable Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence

Information Session 0.0740 0.0848 0.0822 -0.0164 -0.3352 0.1979
(0.1073) (0.1730) (0.1368) (0.1129) (0.1783) (0.1419)

Mean Control -0.019 0.109 -0.105 -0.002 0.129 -0.089

Tax Reminders Financial Incentives

Panel D - ITT (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
LHS Variable Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence

Treatment Assignment 0.0295 0.0348 0.0321 -0.0064 -0.1335 0.0762
(0.0429) (0.0717) (0.0536) (0.0443) (0.0712) (0.0548)

Mean Control -0.019 0.109 -0.105 -0.002 0.129 -0.089

Observations 2,155 845 1,310 2,125 830 1,295
Respondent All Mayor Finance Staff All Mayor Finance Staff
Attention Check No No No No No No
Mayor Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipal Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Municipalities) 1422 845 1310 1414 830 1295

Notes: 2SLS (panels A and C) and OLS (panels B and D) estimation results. In panels A and B, the dependent variable is the absolute difference multiply by -1 between self-
reported beliefs about effect sizes of the policy on local tax revenues and the 12 percent informed effect size of the reminder letters policy during the information session. In
panels C and D, the dependent variable is self-reported confidence level about beliefs in a likert-scale of 1 to 5 (standardized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1). Information
Session is a dummy which is = 1 if the municipality’s mayor attended the information session about tax reminders, 0 otherwise. This last variable is instrumented with
Treatment Assignment. Treatment Assignment is a dummy which is = 1 if the mayor was assigned to treatment group, 0 otherwise. In the rows below the coefficients of the
last panel, Attention Check refers to whether respondents that answered positively to the attention check component of the reminders policy are excluded from the model,
where the attention check was “The tax reminders sent informed taxpayers that the Brazilian constitution was reformed in 1988”. We expressed all continuous variables as
indicators of above-below the median of the distribution of municipalities. Mayors’ characteristics included in the model are: Male (1/0); Age above-below median (1/0);
College (1/0); 2nd Term (1/0); Electoral Margin of Victory above-below median (1/0); and Leftist Political Party (1/0, mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according
to historical political platforms). Municipalities’ characteristics included in the model are: Population above-below median (1/0); College Population above-below median
(1/0); College Public Administration employees above-below median (1/0); Poverty above-below median (1/0); Gini above-below median (1/0); Big South (1/0, where 1 are
south, southeast and mid-west regions; and 0 are north and northeast regions); monthly Per Capita Income above-below median (1/0); Local Tax Revenues share above-below
median (1/0). Robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level are in parenthesis.
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FIGURE A.1: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BELIEF UPDATING BY STUDY

(a) Michigan (b) Jamaica

(c) Colombia (d) US
Notes: Comparison between the difference in respondent’s perceptions after buying some study (i.e. posterior beliefs minus prior beliefs) and the difference in respondent’s
perceptions before buying some study (i.e. signal minus prior beliefs), averaged over bins of rounds 1 and 2. Prior is the belief of the respondent about the effect, right before buying
some study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is treated as a prior. Panel (a) shows statistics for Michigan
study. Panel (b) shows statistics for Jamaica study. Panel (c) shows statistics for Colombia study. Panel (d) shows statistics for US study. The slope and robust standard errors clustered
at the individual level are based on a linear regression with a constant term.
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B Beliefs Experiment: Script

BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
ECD: DESCRIPTION
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
ECD: GOAL AND MEASURE
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
ECD: BENCHMARKS
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
PRIOR ELICITING: OWN MUNICIPALITY
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
PRIOR ELICITING: OTHER CONTEXT
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
BDM INSTRUCTIONS
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BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
POSTERIOR ELICITING: OWN MUNICIPALITY
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C Policy-Adoption: Policy Brief

POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY BRIEF: PAGE 1
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POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY BRIEF: PAGE 2
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POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY BRIEF: PAGE 3
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POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
POLICY BRIEF: PAGE 4
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D Policy-Adoption: Selection

TABLE D. 1: POLICY-ADOPTION EXPERIMENT:
SELECTION INTO THE EXPERIMENT

Variables Mean Sample Frame ∆ Sample P-Value ∆ Information Session P-Value

Mayors’ Characteristics
Male 88.70 0.25 0.78 0.53 0.77
Age 48.91 -1.51 0.00 -2.00 0.00
College or more 53.78 3.59 0.01 13.58 0.00
2nd Term 20.94 -4.49 0.00 -3.57 0.12
Electoral Margin Victory 17.31 -0.41 0.44 0.74 0.49
Leftist Political Party 34.36 -0.37 0.78 3.06 0.26

Municipalities’ Characteristics
Population 21.51 -0.68 0.19 0.46 0.67
College Population 5.25 -0.16 0.05 -0.03 0.83
Public Adm College 32.03 0.90 0.03 1.34 0.11
Poverty 25.61 0.66 0.20 -0.87 0.41
Gini 50.18 0.06 0.74 -0.11 0.76
Big South 54.15 -3.43 0.01 -0.56 0.84
Per Capita Income 463.67 -4.37 0.49 9.00 0.48
Local Taxes Revenues (2010-15) 6.42 -0.31 0.03 -0.18 0.54

Municipalities 4,026 1,818 334

Notes: Means of the sample frame of municipalities and differences in means with respect to experimental sample and infor-
mation session attendees. The first block of variables reports characteristics of the mayor that runs the municipality. Leftist
Political Party (= 1 for mayors belonging to a center-leftist party according to historical political platforms, 0 otherwise). The
second block of variables reports characteristics of the municipality. Population is the municipality’s number of inhabitants
(in thousands). College Population is the municipality’s share of adults with college degrees. Public Administration College
is the share of municipal public employees with college degrees. Poverty is the municipality’s poverty rate. Gini is the mu-
nicipality’s Gini coefficient. Big South is = 1 for municipalities in the south, southeast and mid-west regions, 0 otherwise. Per
Capita Income is the municipality’s monthly income per capita. Local Tax Revenues (2010-2015) indicates the average share of
municipal tax revenues in total municipal revenues from 2010 to 2015.
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E Politically-Motivated Updating

Politically-motivated reasoning is thought to be a source of persistent disagreement over facts
(Kahn, 2016). There is evidence that providing information on politically-charged topics can actu-
ally increase polarization, and that many individuals neglect information that is inconsistent with
their group’s position (e.g. Baekgaard et al. (2019); Nyhan & Reifler (2010)). However, much of
this evidence comes from studies without incentives for truthful reporting (with Thaler (2019) be-
ing a notable exception). More importantly, we have little evidence on potential biases in political
leaders’ belief-updating. We thus randomized messaging that (truthfully) revealed strong support
for the ECD policy from past left-of-center governments (Lula and Dilma’s governments from the
Labor Party, PT).35 The objective of the message was to create a partisan association between ECD
programs and the PT party, and to observe whether this influences belief-updating differentially
across left versus right-wing policy-makers. To study effects on priors and WTP, we estimate:

Yij = β0 + β1PartisanMessagei + β2Leftisti + β3PartisanMessagei ×Leftisti + εij (E.1)

where Yij is the policy-maker’s elicited prior or WTP; Leftisti is a binary variable equal to one
if the policy-maker self-reports as a leftist on an ideology scale; and PartisanMessagei is equal
to one if they received the randomized partisan message and zero otherwise. β3 captures the
differential effect of the partisan message on left-wing policy-makers.

To study effects on belief-updating, we estimate, separately for left-wing and right-wing policy-
makers, specifications of the form:

Posteriorijs = β1Priorij + β2(Signalij − Priorij) + β3(Signalij − Priorij)× PositiveSurpriseij+

β4(Signalij − Priorij)× PositiveSurpriseij × PartisanMessagei + εij (E.2)

Table E. 1 reports the results. Columns 1 and 2 present effects on priors and WTP from spec-
ification (E.1). We find no significant effects on either priors or WTP from providing the partisan
message, either on right-wing policy-makers (β1) or differentially for leftist policy-makers (β3), al-
though the estimates for WTP are somewhat imprecise. Columns 3 and 4 estimate (E.2) separately
for left-wing and right-wing policy-makers to study belief updating. We find no evidence that
the partisan message causes leftists to begin to respond more to positive signals (β4 in Column 3),
nor does it cause rightists to respond more to negative signals (−β4 in Column 4). In an alterna-
tive specification in Column 6, we define a variable PartisanPreferredSignal and test whether
the partisan message causes policy-makers to respond more to messages which they ‘prefer’ (i.e.
signals which are high in the case of leftist participants and signals which are low in the case of

35The partisan-support message was: “In Brazil, the PT government strongly advocated for early-childhood develop-
ment policies. In 2007, Fundeb was created to include pre-school and nursery enrollment in the headcount for federal
transfers. Programs for pre-school and nursery construction, such as the pro-Infancia program, were also launched
during Lula’s government, and expanded during Dilma’s administration.” This message is shown before the prior
elicitation and briefly reiterated before the WTP elicitation.
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right-wing participants). Again, we find no evidence for this. If anything, the coefficient goes in
the wrong direction.

Overall, we find little evidence of politically-motivated beliefs, demand for information or pro-
cessing of information among our sample of policy-makers. However, there are important caveats
to this conclusion. First, it could be that the partisan message does not have an effect because indi-
viduals already knew of the support of past PT leaders for the policy. This was not our sense from
field work, but we cannot rule it out. Second, there is suggestive evidence in Table E. 1 that, in
the absence of the partisan message, right-wing policy-makers do respond less to positive news.
Third, statistical power is limited in this analysis since the cross-randomization was only con-
ducted in a sub-sample. Fourth, ECD programs are generally not a highly charged political topic.
Politically-motivated reasoning may well occur in other domains and contexts. Finally, if citizens
enagage in politically-motivated reasoning, this may affect the policy choices of even unbiased
policy-makers.
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TABLE E. 1: BELIEFS EXPERIMENT:
PARTISAN SUPPORT

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Political View Any Any Left Right Any Any

LHS Variable Prior WTP Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior

Partisan Message -0.0215 -1.7860
(0.0273) (4.1797)

Leftist -0.0433 -6.9875
(0.0411) (6.1909)

Partisan Message*Leftist 0.0749 8.5497
(0.0617) (8.6162)

Prior 0.9071 0.9982 0.9798 1.0049
(0.0632) (0.0394) (0.0343) (0.0247)

Signal-Prior 0.2226 0.3413 0.3153 0.2857
(0.1639) (0.0923) (0.0810) (0.0349)

Signal-Prior * Positive Surprise 0.3666 -0.0799 -0.0252
(0.2181) (0.1131) (0.0984)

Signal-Prior * Positive Surprise * Partisan Message -0.1752 0.0475
(0.1326) (0.0695)

Signal-Prior * Positive Surprise * Leftist 0.2641
(0.1040)

Signal-Prior * Positive Surprise * Leftist * Partisan Message -0.1842
(0.1302)

Signal-Prior * Partisan Preferred Signal 0.2038
(0.0737)

Signal-Prior * Partisan Preferred Signal * Partisan Message -0.1908
(0.0894)

Observations 311 876 99 363 462 462
Round 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2 1 and 2
Beliefs About Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality
Received Study for Free Yes Yes Yes Yes
Clusters (Individuals) 311 339 68 259 327 327
Mean LHS 0.388 48.96

Notes: OLS results. In column 1, the dependent variable is respondents’ priors. In column 2, the dependent variable is willingness to pay for studies. In
columns 3-6, the dependent variables are posterior beliefs, which are declared after successfully buying the results from a study in each round. Partisan
Message is a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 if the respondent received a message linking early childhood education policies to a leftist party
in Brazil. Leftist is a dummy which is equal to one if the participant self-identified as leftist (0-4) on a 0-10 scale. Prior is the belief of the respondent about
the effect, right before buying some study. Signal is the bought study’s effect size. When dealing with a second update in posteriors, the first update is
treated as a prior. Positive Surprise is a dummy which is equal to one if the bought study’s effect is greater than the respondent’s prior about the effect.
Preferred Signal is a dummy which is equal to one if the participant self-identified as leftist (or rightist) and the bought study’s effect is greater (smaller)
than the respondent’s prior. In the rows below the coefficients, Beliefs About specifies which location the beliefs are elicited for, either the respondent’s own
municipality or one of the four possible study locations. Received Study for Free indicates whether participant received the information regardless of their
WTP. Mean LHS is the average of the left-hand side variable of each equation. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses.
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